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TOWN GAZETTEERS AND LOCAL SOCIETY IN THE JIANGNAN
　　　　　　　　　




translated by Martin Heijdra
Introduction
Judging from ｅχtanteditions, town and township' gazetteers seem to have
been compiled ｍ great quantitiesｍ the Jiangnan region during the Qing period.^In
a 1996 studjr' this author ｅχamined four late-Ming town gazetteers that form ａ
precedent of this trend and discovered that they had the following five characteris-
tics: 1. M grew out of an internalimpulse of the compilers. 2. They manifested ａ
clear self-identificationof the writers with their local society, centered upon the
market town. 3. The gazetteers reflected ａ concern with acute problems facing
those market towns. 4. The wnters had personally collected, edited and adapted
the material and written sources. 5. Finally,therefore, each of these gazetteers
possessed ａ strong individualityむふ&ぶｓ　Vheothers. As l have noted ｍ the past,"
Qing period town gazetteers from the Jiangnan region, whose numbers increased
greatly,inherited the same internal reasons as those of the late Ming｡
However, new ｅχtemalimpulses were also at work, through which these in-
temal ones were mediated. In the 趾st place, editors were keenly aware of such
　
I This article was originally published i issue 58: 2 (1999). For ease of comprehension, and to
show the original terms used, the following literal translations have been used when translating
Chinese citations:“town” for ｚｈｃｎ錐，“township”(or, rarely,“local township”) for ｘｉａｎｇ郷,and
“market” for 功丿市. K referring to current ｏ伍cial administrative units, these terms have been
capitalized; the actual content of these terms may vary across citations. Any deviations from this
convention are accompanied by the original term in pinyin. It should be pointed out that the author
considers ｍ almost aU citations the wordｓｘｋｎｇ“township,”/f里，“locality”, andｃｕｎ村，“vilage'≒
to be literary equivalents of ｚ加η“town,”and they should be understood as such. Similarly, terms
such as /心力f里志“locality gazetteer,"　ｘｉａｎｇｚｈｅｎｚhi郷銀志，“township and town gazetteers,”or
1iｙｅれ里人“local inhabitants” should be taken to refer to, respectively, town gazetteers and in-
habitants of the town ｍ question. Also, some translations are based on additional or revised in-
formation provided by the author, and may deviate slightly from the tｅχtsas published in the ｏ-
riginalJapanese article. (Tr. note).





town gazetteers being written in other neighboring market towns. Such awareness
surely reflects the fact that through increased distribution among market towns,
their inhabitants became more strongly aware of the ｅχistence of other tOWBS. In
the second place, there was a heightened awareness of ａ hierarchical system of
gazetteers from the ｙi tｏｎｅ　ｚhiぐ‘unitedcomprehensive gazetteer") through the
ｓh≪ｎｇ　ｚktにprｏ血dal gazetteer") andfｕ　ｚhi (”prefectural gazetteer")tｏ the ｘｉａｎ
励八“county gazetteer”), and its relationship to the compilation of town gazet-
teers. This may be related to the slow incorporation of the market town into the
lowest level of the administrative hierarchy of the country (from the national level
down to the province-prefecture-county)｡
　　
This article ｅχplores the characteristics noted above in the town gazetteers
from Qing Jiangnan, while also tracing their development during the early Republi-
can period. It investigates the compilation of town gazetteers within the Ｃｏｎtｅχtof
the specifics of their local society centered on the market towns, in which they
were written｡
Since the 1990s, studies on local society in Jiangnan market towns have de-
veloped rapidly. In 1992 and 1993 Inada Seiichi researched the details of local sod-
ety in market towns from the late 18≒ｅｎtｕｒy to the early 19* century (i.e., from
late Qianlong through Jiaqing to early Daoguang) in three counties: Baoshan, Jia一
血g(botｈ Taicang Department), and Qingpu (Songjiang Prefecture), all areas in
the northern delta region of Jiangnan. He showed how famine relief there was
based upon contributions of private capital, and was controlled by the ｓｈｅｎｍ皿ｎ
andｊｉａｎｓｈｅｎｇ　ｓtrataａｓｄｏｎｇｓhi　(members of the board"), who either lived in
these market towns, ０r derived their primary income from there. The range of
their activities widened to other such “local public affairs" as philanthropy, water
management, and transport maintenance. One result was the txansformation of the
chang (“depot"), which oh血aUy had been ａ“relief station" during the famine re-
Uef･ into a territorially丘xed administrative area.^ More recently Inada has pointed
out, that in the case of Chenhang Town (Shanghai County, Songjiang Prefecture),
territories of “local public affairs" appear no later than during the second half of
the 19* century. Such affairs were neither those of traditional philanthropy taken
up by the market town leadership class, nor simply adjuncts to ｏ伍dal
govern-
゜ent. In view of their relationship with local self-administration of late Qing times,












turned his eye to the hitherto barely investigated ｘ観血々(literally,“flood-time
patrol system")m Jinshan County (Songjiang Prefecture), and Wujiang and Zhenze
counties (both Suzhou Prefecture). This consisted of ａ military organization com-
posed of the daxun and ｘｉａｏｘｕＭ,　ｒespectivelyliterally“large" and “｢small flood-time
patrol" groupings, 0f the Ｌｉｉｙinｓ(“Army of the Green Standard"). He showed how
the ｄｏｘｕれgroupings were based in market towns and had the whole local social
area (in the sense of the market area) as their area of jurisdiction. The ｘtａｏｘｕn
groupings were located on transport nodes linking the market towns with villages
or the market towns with each other. They engaged in police activities focused on
the safety of human movement and circulation of commercial products. He also
showed that the ｄａχＭれarea of control sometimes became an area of self-govern-
ment during the late Qing." The opinions of Inada and Ota differ in the areas they
study (albeit in the same Jiangnan region), and in their approach to the relation-
ships of administration and local society. Yet they both show ｍ concrete detail
that local social areas, centered around ａ market town and consisting of ａ well-
de丘ned territory, had formed by the early １９１century. Recently also, Zhang Yan
published an article called “Preliminary investigation of the administration of mar-
ket towns in the Qing period" ｍ China. Unlike Inada and Ota, Zhang argues that
the administrative structure of Jiangnan market towns was characterized by their
overlapping territories." On related issues, in 1999 Kawakatsu Mamoru published
his monograph on the social history of market towns in the Jiangnan region ｍ
Ming and Qing times.'" FinaUy, Sato Yoshifumi has recently investigated the poli-
tical changes from the late Qing to the early Republican period through the life of
Qin χitian. Qin χitian was the eldest son of Qin Rongguanａ,　ｚｋｅｎｄｏｎｇ(“Board
member of the Town Council")of the same Chenhang Town taken up by Inada.
During the Qing, Qin, a ｍｒｅｎ,had been an official,and later during the self-gov-
emment period, he served as ａ council member for respectively Jiangsu Province,
Shanghai County and Chenhang Township. Sato teUs us that during that period, ｍ
rural Jiangnan society had crystallized around one concrete “tｅ㎡toryグSuch ａ
territory was integrated by the power stratum that had its basis of living ｍ market
７ 汎防. This is a literaltranslation.Ｘ朗^ were originallytemporary militarygroupings estab-
Ushed for dealing with the wako pirates,who usually attacked in the Jiangnan area during times of
high water levels. They gradually evolved into more permanent groupings with mainly police func-






towns. During the late-Qing period, this integrated space was incorporated by the
self-government movement as the lowest-level administrative unit, the ｘtａｎｅ
(“Township").11
　　
In passing, l would also like to stress that the studies noted above build upon
work completed during the 1980s. For instance Hamashima Atsutoshi investigated
in great detail the temple areas of the Tutelary Gods in the Jiangnan area, ｗ回ｅ
Fuma Susumu was the 趾St to show and ｅχplain the activities of the　ｓｋａｎtａｎｅ.
HaUs of Benevolence, in the towns (aS urban settlements) of the Jiangnan region.'^
1n 1992 l wrote ａ narrative history from Ming times to the present, 0f Zhujiajiao
Town (Qingpu County), located in the center of this Jiangnan region. l provided
material to understand the specifics of local society during that period. ^^ In this
study, Jiangnan is de丘ned as the area of Jiangsu Province south of the Yangzi (i.e.,
the administrative areas of Suzhou, Changzhou, Wuxi and Zhenjiang Municipalities,
as well as ａ part of Nanjing Municipality), the northern area of Zhejiang Province
(i.e., the areas of Huzhou, Jiaxing and Hangzhou Municipalities), as well as Shang-
hai Municipality. This is the area that conforms in large part to the former Suzhou,
Changzhou, Zhenjiang, Jiangning (partially), Huzhou, Jiaxing, Hangzhou and Song-
Jiang Prefectures, and Taicang Department.
This paper draws mainly upon the town gazetteers that the author has read
and/or copied since 1983 in the libraries of Shanghai, Nanjing and Beijing. Most of
these are now contained in the 32 volumes of the 1992 Ｘｉａｎｇｚｈｅｎｚhi　ｚｋ凹面
(Ｔｏｗｎ gazetteer series) part of the Ｚｈｏｎｇｇｕｏ　ｄｉｆａｎｇｚhijichenｓ(Ｃｏｌｌｅｃtｔｏｒ□)ｆ
ＣｈｉｎｅｓｅＬｏｃａｌＧａｚｅｔｔｅｅｒｓ).14
However, since l have not 丘nished reading aU of the Qing Jiangnan town
gazetteers which form over half of the 254 tovra gazetteers contained in that new-
ly available series･ l win largely proceed using those excerpts of prefaces, post-
scripts and principles of compilation which l have noted down since ｌ began my re-
search.
l】 Sato 1998.
12 Hamashima 1989, Fuma 1983. Recently, Hamashima collectedhis numerous articlesafter1989
0n folk religionin Hamashima 2000.
13 Mori 1992.
14 中國地方志集成郷銀志専輯, Shanghai, Jiangsu Guji Chubanshe. Hereafter, unless especially
mentioned otherwise, l use ｍ allmy quotationsin thispaper the texts in this collection,and refer





Compilation Dates of Jiangnan Town Gazetteers
846
　
When we exclude the Republican period, the dates of compilation of the large
majority of the currently extant Jiangnan gazetteers are as follow: Qianlong
(1736-1795, 11.21%), Jiaqing (1796-1820, also 11.21%), Daoguang (1821-1850,
9.87%), and Guangxu (1875-1908, 15.70%). Note that among these the Qianlong
period lasted sixty years, and that therefore relativelythe 25 years of the Jiaqing,
the 30 years of the Daoguang, and the 34 years of the Guangχｕ period have ａ
greater density of town gazetteers per year. The Qianlong period, startingin the
1730s, is preliminary to the 趾St peak of town gazetteer compilation formed by the
following combined Jiaqing-Daoguang periods. The Guangχｕ period (i.e.,the last
quarter of the 19° century and the beがinningof the 20° century) is the pre-Repub-
　 　
Table 1. Compilation Dates of Currently Ｅχtant Jiangnan Town Gazetteers
Period
　　　　　　　　　　　　　
Shanghai Jiangsu Zhejiang Total Percentage




Ming Zhengde 1506~1521 1 1 0.45%
Jiajing 1522-1566 1 1 2 0.90%
Wanli 1573-1619 1 1 0.45%
Chongzhen 1628-1644 1 2 1 4 1.79%
Period unclear　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1　　　　1　　0.45%
subtotal ｊ ｊ ５ タ ４傀％
Qing Shunzhi 1644-1661 3 3 1.35%
Kangxi 1662-1722 1 8 2 11 4.93%
Yongzheng 1723-1735 3 2 5 2.24%
Qianlong 1736-1795 5 11 9 25 11.21%
Jiaqing 1796-1820 14 6 5 25 11.21%
Daoguang 1821-1850 1 15 6 22 9.87%
Xianfeng 1851-1861 2 1 3 6 2.69%
Tongzhi 1862-1874 2 3 8 13 5.83%
Guangxu 1875-1908 12 15 8 35 15.70%
Xuantong 1909-1911 4 2 1 7 3.14%
Period unclear　　　　　　　　　　5　　　　4　　　　2　　　n　　4.93%
subtotal 4∂ 刀 4& 拓J 73.09%
Republican Minguo 1912-1949 18 20 12 50 22.42%
Period unclear　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1　　　　1　　0.45%
Sμ仙分丿 j∂ ぶ
total 65 94 64 223




Table 2. Compilation dates of County, Prefecture and Provincial Gazetteers in
　　　　　　
Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang
Period
　　　　　　　
Shanghai Jiangsu Zhejiang Total Percentage
Nanchao-Tang sｇ加ぱ ｊ ５ ６ θ．石％
Northern Song　　　s功total 2　　　　7　　　　　j　　0.23%
Southern Song　　　subtotal j　　　　j∂　　　　　石　　　　　お　　　2.50%
Yuan s功ω㎡ ５ ５ 扨 0.76%
Ming Hongwu 2 2 0.15%
Yongle 1 1 2 0.15%
Zhengtong 2 1 3 0.23%
Tianshun 3 3 0.23%
Chenghua 2 8 10 0.76%
Hongzhi 1 10 8 19 1.44%
Zhengde 5 8 4 17 1.29%
Jiajing 2 30 32 64 4.85%
Longqing 8 3 11 0.83%
Wanli 4 47 38 89 6.74%
Tianqi 2 3 8 13 0.98%
Chongzhen 2 15 12 29 2.20%
Period unclear　　　　　　　　　　14　　　　　　　　　14　　1.06%
SMゐ加治l j6 j45 115 2尼 ２θ.タj％
Qing Shunzhi 1 9 12 22 1.67%
Kangxi 8 75 106 189 14.32%
Yongzheng 4 10 14 28 2.12%
Qianlong 14 58 57 129 9.77%
Jiaqing 4 31 24 59 4.47%
Daoguang 3 35 32 70 5.30%
Xianfeng 1 9 7 17 1.29%
Tongzhi 4 17 17 38 2.88%
Guangxu 16 67 55 138 10.45%
Xuantong 2 18 3 23 1.74%
Period unclear　　　　　　　　　　41　　　　2　　　　43　　3.26%
SgみかたZ/ 57 J7θ J2ﾀ 乃6 57.27%
Republican Minguo 24 113 71 208 15.76%
Period unclear　　　　　　　　　　28　　　　　　　　　28　　2.12%
subtotal 24 141 77 2∂∂ 17.88%
total 98 680 542 1320
CO°piledfro°the Sh°ghi･ Ji°gsu ゛d Zhejiang datain Jin and Hu 1996, vol. 1. Ordinary depart-
ment gazetteersareincludedin the county gazetteers,independent department gazetteersi prefectur-






lican period in which town gazetteers were compiled in the greatest numbers. As
we also wiU have occasion to mention later, over the whole period, however, it
was the Republican period until 1949 (the founding of the People's Republic of Chi-
na) in which with 22.42% the greatest number of town gazetteers was compiled.
l would like to point out here the differences which can be seen when we
compare the changes in the compilation numbers of the currently extant Jiangnan
town gazetteers with those of aU local gazetteers, county (including ordinary de-
partments), prefectぽal (including independent departments) and provincial gazet-
teers included; that is, all gazetteers above and including the county level except
for the supra-provincial ones. The dates of the currently extant county, prefectural
and provincial gazetteers from Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zheiiang listed in Table ２ are
compiled from the gazetteer catalogs of those areas listed in vol. 1 0f Jin Enhui
and Hu Shuzhao ｅｄs･，　Ｚｈｏｎｇｇｉ閥ｄ蜘昭ｚhiｏｎｇｍｕtiyao}^ I have 幽ｏ consulted
the “Table on Compilation and Publication Dates of Jiangsu Gazetteers" 1n the
same volume.
Note that the table also includes areas that do not adhere to the definition of
Jiangnan as used in this article (tｏ wit, Jiangsu north of the Yangzi, and the part of
Zhejiang outside of its north). Hence we cannot compare these figures directly to
the numbers of town gazetteers for Jiangnan. Nevertheless, since among the
gazetteers of Jiangsu 62.36% deal with the part south of the Yangzi, and among
the gazetteers of Zheiiang 39.9% with its northern part, we may be allowed to
compare roughly the trends seen in Table ２，with those above-mentioned ones of
the town gazetteers seen in Table １.
What is 趾st obvious is that while there is only one Jiangnan town gazetteer
from the Yuan period or earlier (ｏｎｅin the Southern Song, 0.45%), there are as
many as 52 (3.94%) county and higher gazetteers. Similarly, in the Ming period
there are only ｇ Jiangnan town gazetteers (4.04%), while there are as many as
276 county and higher level gazetteers in the Ming period (20.91%). On the other
hand, in the Qing period we 丘nd 163 town gazetteers (73.09%), versus 756 coun-
ty level and higher ones (57.27%). Although the latter therefore constitutes more
than a half of the total, it does not compare with the overwhelming proportion the
Jiangnan town gazetteers constitute. Another interesting fact in the Qing period is
the relative percentage of town gazetteers produced during the Kangxi period
(which lasted with 60 years roughly as long as the Qianlong ｐｅｎｏｄ).Ｔｈｅrelative
proportion of Kangxi Jiangnan town gazetteers is only 4.93% (11 titles), but that
15 Jin and Hu 1996
- ７
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0f Kangχ1 county level and higher ones is 14.32% (189 titles),extremely high. In-
cidentally,as for the Republican period until1949, the town gazetteers' weight is
22.87% (51 titles),versus 17.88% (236 titles)for the county level and higher
gazetteers. Thus, the weight of Jiangnan town gazetteers then is also relatively
higher. Therefore we can see ａ clear contrast in temporal changes between Jiang-
nan town gazetteers compilation and the compilation of county-level and higher
ones from Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang. It is clear that the former works were
concentrated in the Qing period, since the Qianlong, and especially since the Jia-
qing and Daoguang periods. This trend continued during the Republican period.
2
　
The origin of the term ｘｉａｎｇｚｈｅｎｚhi(“town gazetteer”)
　
and an awareness of ａ town area
　　
Given that those gazetteers that centered on ａ market town are indeed
known under the termｘｉａｎｅ ｚｈｅｎｚhi(“[township and]town gazetteers"), any in-
vestigation of this term, which recently has become the prevalent one in Japanese
and Chinese scholarly circles, might not seem necessary. After aU, already during
the Southern Song there was compiled ａ town gazetteer in Zhejiang called G励一
ｓｈｕiｚki　(Ｇａｚｅttｅｅｒ　ofＧａｎｓｈｔti).16During the Ming period too nine such local gazet-
teers were compiled, each with its own idiosyncrasies. However, we cannot over-
100k the fact that it seems that the term ｘｉａｎｅｚｈｅｎ　ｚhi.or similar ones such as
ｘｉａｎｇ　ｚlｒdC‘township gazetteer")ｏｒ ｚｈｅｎｚhi ぐ‘town gazetteer"), originated ore-
cisely in the Qing period. The fact that gradually these kinds of gazetteers came
to be compiled in large numbers only at this point, is intxinsically related to the
origin of this term at that time.
The use of xiang zhi m the 1752 Xinｖi ｚhi”(Ｇａｚｅttｅｅｒ ０/ Ｘｉｎｙi,　ｓouthem
Jiangsu, now Zheng3a Town in Kunshan Municipality) was the ＆st occurrence of
this kind of term. In the following quotation, the “combined gazetteer of the two




Now, a combined gazetteer of the two counties has recently been made
(i.e., the ＫｕｎｓｈａｎＸｉｍａｎｓ　he　ｚht)，（…)Therefore it would seem that
there is no need for ａ χinyi gazetteer. However, χinyi is a famous region




of old, and its cultural heritage is double that of other areas. When the pre-
fectural gazetteer is not sufficient, there is stUl the county gazetteer, and
when the county gazetteer is not sufficient, then there is the township
gazetteer (ｘｉａｎｅ　ｚhi);therefore, it is naturally fitting that there ａ Xinyi




Fourteen years later, ｍ the 1766 p。ng-Xi-Lin huりぶ8(ＣｏｌｌｅｃtｅｄＲｅｓｅａｒｃｋｅｓｏｎ
Ｄｏれglin　ａｎｄＸtlin,northern Zhejiang, now Shuanglin Town, Huzhou Municipality),
the termｘｉａｎｅｚｋｃｎｚhimakes its 趾St appearance.
A township or town gazetteer (ｘｉａｎｇｚｈｅｎzhi) is not the same as a pre-
fectural or county gazetteer (佃zがzhi). It does not record any affairs that
concern the prefecture or county as a whole but do not pertain solely to its
own area. But as for aU the heritage of its one particular region, it records
them in copious detail without any omissions｡
(j)ｒｉｎｃｉｂｌｃｓｏｆＣｏｍｂｉｌｏtｉｏｎ)
The ｘｉａｎｓｚｈｅｎｚ蜃，“township and town gazetteers" are here conceptualized in
clear contradistinction with the iunがzhi, that is, prefectural and county gazet-
teers {fu zhi and xian zhi, respectively). Subsequently, this term is also used,
approximately hundred years later, in the 1848 ｙz4励加敗訴ng zhi'' (Ｇａｚｅttｅｅｒ　of
恥ぷ昭加Yuanhe C:。unty, Southern Jiangsu, now Weiting Town ｍ Suzhou Muni-
cipality)｡
Now, my late father, a加ｒ四, used to be of the opinion, that the township
and town gazetteers （ｘｉａｎｇｚｈｅｎzhi) were of assistance to those areas
where the prefectural and county gazetteers did not cover. Although our
town (/;, i.e.,“locality”）is but one tiny pellet of an area, its cultural
achievements should stillbe collected｡
（Ａｗtｋｏｒ'ｓＰｒｅｆａｃｅ,ShenZaocai)









As for township or town gazetteers. these are very popular these days.
Thus we can see that, in conjunction with the realization of ａ flourishing moｖｅ'
ment to compile town gazetteers themselves at that time, also the term x＼犯ｎｇ
ｚｈｅ.ｎzhi stea血y gained popularity in the Jiangnan region. As this paragraph
shows, this was because also the termｘｉａｎｇ Ｚｋれ(“township and town”， or
perhaps simply “town") itself had become widely used as the general term for ａ
market town｡
Of course the general terms for gazetteers on market towns were not limited
toｘｉａｎｇｚh心血ieχclusively. The term 幽ｅｎｚkt,“town gazetteerｸﾞnaturally also
existed, as is witnessed by the 1879 Lｕｏｄｉａｎ　ｚｈｅｎｚ玩2o(Ｇａｚｅttｅびofｈｍｄｉａｎ
Ｔｏｗｎ,southern Jiangsu, then Baoshan County, Taicang Department, now Luodian
Town in Baoshan District, Shanghai Municipality):
During the Jiaqing period (1796-1820), Master Wang Fanyi compiled a
town gazetteer (ｚｈｅｎ　ｚhi),butit was not printed and its draft has been
lost.
　　　　　　
(Ｐｒｅｆａｃｅ，Ｗ血enby Yang Hengfu from Jiading[County])
Judging from the fact that gazetteers from ａ certain market town were often titled
X ｚｈｅｎｚhi.(ＧａｚｅttｅびｏｆＸ Ｔｏｗｎ), it may very well be that the name ｚｋｅｎｚｋｉwas
the one most commonly used｡
Therefore, such terms ａｓ ｘxａｎｅ　ｚｈｅｎ　ｚhi,　ｘｉａｎｇ　ｚhi　ａｉvdｚｈｅｎ　ｚhiwere used
for those gazetteers treating market towns in the Jiangnan region. They appeared
in ｅχactly those periods most important for the compilation of Jiangnan town
gazetteers, namely the Qianlong, Jiaqing, Daoguang and Guangχｕ periods. We can
conclude that those were the periods especially meaningful in the history of these
gazetteers, which we now generafly term “township and town gazetteers,”or sim-
ply “town gazetteersグ
During this period also (since the beginning of Qianlong) an awareness by the
compilers of town gazetteers of the boundaries of ａ town tｅ函tory became clear-
er. ０ｆ course, ａ few such town gazetteers were compiled already as early as the
Ming period (nine as far as we can judge from the number of extant ones). As I








now Xinshi Town in Deqing County, Huzhou Municipality), in the section on "Dis-
tances" which follows the section “Town Name,”the distances of χinshi Town to
other places are clearly recorded. For instance, it mentions the distances “ｍ the
east to Shigui village of Canton idu) Siχteen of Chongde County, in the west to
[the seat of]Deqing County, and in the northeast to Wuzhen in Wucheng County
(ｎｏｗWuzhen Town ｍ Tongxiang Municipality)ﾌﾞ'This reflects an awareness of the
position of Xinshi town in relation to neighboring regions. Also in the “historical
boundary changes" section of iuan 1 0f the 1601 Wuqing zhen zhi'^ (Ｇａｚｅttｅｅｒ吋
叩呵加igTou。1, also treated in my earlier article), the position of the town in rela-
tion to the six surrounding county [seats](“ｍ the southwest to Gui'an and Chong-
de, in the northeast to χjushui, in the west to Wucheng, in the east to Tong-
xiang, in the northwest to Wujiang")ｉＳ clearly noted. From these we can postulate
the presence of an awareness of the position of Wuzhen｡
Nevertheless, town gazetteers of the Qing period since the beginning of
Qianlong reveal much more clearly the compiler's awareness of his town area,
usually ｅχpressed in the Principles of Cor砂治7だ。and the Ｐｒｅｆａｃｅ.Thisawareness
becomes linked with the activities and functions of the market town and becomes
expressed in more concrete terms. For instance, the introduction of the 1792
Tangｓhi ｚhi＾(ＧａｚｅttｅｅｒｏｆＴｏｗｇｓhi,now Tangshi Town, 0f Changshu MunicφaUty)
notes in section one that “although Tangshi is a huge town in Changshu County,
how could its local environment and personalities be adequately described in the
prefectural and county gazetteers (…)｡"It subsequently observes:
We also include sometimes such topics as the way people from rural areas
and villagesneighboring our town do business within the market, or affairs
concerning this same canton (du).
This shows that in some cases die villagesbordering the town, with inhabitants
who do business in the town's market, become objects of narration. Indeed,χｕ
Zhao, who was ａ schoolmate of the compiler Ni Si and an inhabitant of Tangshi,
notes in his 戸れ瘤ぽin regard to the prosperity in that town's market:
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The number of familiesin this town is only some 300-400. It is topographi-











mercial profit.Before the sun has risen and the dawn has come, each fami-
ly already has lightedits fires,buys and sellsfood and sundry products; the
clamor is more intense than tJiesound ofａ fightingbattalion.
A similar awareness of the relationships of the market town with the surrounding
villages can be seen ｍ the 1808 Anting漁戸(Ｇａｚｅttｅｅｒ ｏｆＡｗtｉｎｇ,now Anting
Town in Jiading District, Shanghai Municipality), in the Principlesが○呻面･i凹．
On any busy market day in the town the people of aU the surrounding rural
areas (s八心ng) come in the morning and return in the evening, just like
the surrounding areas (sりing) are linked to the capitalcity･
　
In the Jiangnan region the commercial area of the market town and the sur-
rounding villages was integrated through the ｅχchange of commercial commodities･
The space thus formed should be caUed the “town area.”This relationship is
clearly recognized in the　Ｔａｎｅｓkizhi and the Ａｗtｉｎｇｚki. That such ａ space came
to have the character of ａ territory equivalent to the lowest administrative level ０ｆ
ａ county, has been shown, as noted above, recently by Inada Seiichi and Ota
Izuru. Inada showed in detail the temporal changes in the process of formation of
such town areas in Jiading and Baoshan counties that lay in the northern hiU areas
of the Jiangnan region. ^^ He made clear that in Baoshan the ｃｈｏｎｇバdepots,”be-
gan to be established from 1795 as areas that one could caU 油αngmian “depot
areas,”which took over famine reUef efforts. Almost immediately after a flood of
1808, we have descriptions that discuss the relations of the market town with the
surrounding villages, which formed the territories of responsibility of the depots･
Inada further maintains that, ０ｎoccasion of the famine relief during the great flood
of 1823, such depots were founded in eleven market towns under the county･
Such areas became 丘xed and slowly took form as the administrative areas of late-
Qing local self-government by the late 1870s, in Baoshan at the latest at the be-
gmning of the Guangxu period, in Jiading by its last years｡
In the “Distances” section of man 1 of the 1879£回収z72幼心幼戸6（Ｇａｚｅttｅｅｒ
of Ｌｗｏｄｉａｎ　Ｔｏｗｎ),　＼tsays of Luodian town, which originally resorted to Jiading
County but was moved in 1725 to the jurisdiction of Baoshan County,





The reason why there are borders of a town [area]separating such a town
from the other towns, is the same as why there are borders of ａ county
separating that county from other counties. If some say that since aU these
places belong to the same county, it seems superfluous to wnte them aU
down, they don't realize that the county is like a quilted patchwork of con-
tiguous[town-centered]territories, and that, since the whole country is di-
vided into these depot territories,we naturally should comprehend their
boundaries by noting the distances from their county seat. (…)
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Thus, it says that depot territorieswere established. In regard to its delineation
it observes in ａnote:
There was ａ flood in Kangxi 9 (1670). In the various towns (xiang zhen) of
Jiading gruel depots were established, and they engaged in providing famine
relief.Since then, whenever there happened to be any public affairs,these
were decided in the towns of the urban and rural areas on basis of these
depots, and the term 辿ａ(“town") subsequently was replaced with that of
ｃｈａｎｇ(“depot").
　　
Additional evidence for this is a passage in the Old Preface included i the
1921Jiangman　li ｚｈt”(Ｇｏｚｅttｅｅｒｏ月i四即ａｎ Ｌｏｃａｌｉty)，ａtown gazetteer of cur-
rent Jiangwan Town (ＨｏｎｇｋｏｕDistrict, Shanghai Municipality), which until 1724
similarly belonged to Jiading County. This Old Preface was written in 1828 by
Sheng Dayong, ａ“local resident,"that is a native from the same town. Incidental-
ly, also Inada cites this Old Preface as one of his proofs in his table “Chronology of
the Establishment of the Depots in Baoshan and Jiading CoｕｎtieSク8
27
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As for this town's (li)boundaries, their delineationby the gazetteer writers
greatly varies and is not at aU clear. Since the famine reliefadministration
of Qianlong 60 (1795), depots were established based upon the towns, and
the previously prevalent administrative Township and Administrative Village
Community areas (ｘｉａｎｅ,　tｕ)were transferred to their respective depots.
The ｏ伍cialssubsequently made these mto ｏ伍cialadministrative temtones,







Now, one has to be careful. First, other cases where, like i this area of Jia-
(ｈｇ and Baoshan Counties, in response to the activities and functions of the mar-
ket tOWBS ａ“town area" in the form of ａ 油α刄ｇ，“depot,"was administratively
established, have not yet come to light. Second, Ota, who showed the relation-
ships of the 加ズ朗, in Wujiang and Zhenze counties, with the market areas cen-
tered upon ａ market town, did not immediately generalize from those cases. ^'
Therefore, it seems that in most cases during the compilation of the town gazet-
teers, if we look at them from ａ global perspective, compilers established “town
areas" according to their own view, ｗ回ｅ stm based on the activities and functions
of the market town at its core. The following passage from the ＺｈｏＭｚｈｗｏれｇｚＨｅｎ
ｚkぺＧａｚｅttｅｅｒ０/Ｚｈｏｕｚｈｕａｎｇ　Ｔｏｗｎ,currentZhouzhuang Town, Kunshan Munici-
pality), is typical, and in this we can see the d迂ference of the area of the xunjiansi
(“Police Office"), with the area according to the compiler Tao Xu.^°
The Police Office of Zhouzhuang controls in total eight Cantons, 137 Admi-
nistrative ｖⅢage Communities. Their area is therefore very large and
wide, and moreover they are all located to the north and the northwest of
the town; those areas located to the southwest and southeast of the town
do not resort to the Ｏ伍ce. However, here we note down all items within
SIX to seven /i(3-3.5km) of the town, and we do not limit ourselves to the
Ｏ伍cial boundaries of the Police Ｏ伍Ｃｅ｡
　
(1882, compiler of the Zk0 lｕｚｋ四脚)ｒｉｎｃｉＭｅｓ ｏｆＣｏｍｐｉｌａtｉｏｎ)
On the one hand, the market town-centered territorialocal society acquired
more and more the characteristicsof an administrative region from the beginning
of the 19° century onwards (which were to be inherited in the self-administration
movement of the late Qing). On the other hand it also maintained characteristics
that could not be incorporated m such administrative areas. However, it is certain
that there had developed ａ centripetal territoriallyand sociallyintegrated space
mediated by the market town.
29 Ota 1998.
3° XXZ, vol. 6. 1n addition, ｍ the 1870 ShｕａｎｇｌｉｎｚＫｅｎｚKi(Ｇａｚｅttｅｅｒof ShｕａｎがｉｎＴｏｗｎ,current
Shuanglin Town, Huzhou Municipality, ｍ:ＸＸＺ、vol. 22B), it states in the Ｐｒincipleｓ　０/Ｃｏｍｂｉｌａ-
f函:“We take as the town area covered by this gazetteer those villages bounded within ten /f




Awareness of other Town Gazetteersand
　
ofａSystem of Local Gazetteers
836
　　
The preceding section has shown that the number of Jiangnan gazetteers
compiled from the Qianlong period increasedけhat such terms as “township and
town gazetteers,”“township gazetteers,”and “town gazetteers” appeared then;
and that an awareness of ａ market town area (the “town area”) became clearer ｍ
the mind of some gazetteer compilers. Those trends continued. This whole range
of facts points to a heightened desire for the compilation of ａ gazetteer on the part
of ａ market town's population. There are two main immediate causes. One is the
trend towards gazetteer compilation in other market towns in the neighborhood,
and the other one is the existence of ｏ伍cial gazetteers.　The latter linked the
county gazetteers available for the county in which these towns were located,
through prefectural and provincial ones, 丘nally with the ｙi tｏｎｅｚＵ“ｕni五ed com-
prehensive gazetteer” on the level 0f the whole country. Let us start with the
趾St of these two causes｡
In his‘？以西叱加治ε£outang zhにat the beginning of the Ｌｏｕtａｎｅｚｈｅｎｚhi＾'
（Ｇａｚｅｔｔｅｅｒ　ofＬｏｕtａｎｇ　Ｔｏｗｎ,nowLoutang Town, Jiading District, Shanghai Munici-
pality), compiled in 1772 but not published until 1805, the compiler Chen χi
writes:
Our county was established m Jiading 10 (1217) during the reign of Ning-
zong of the Song period, but it had to wait until Qin Fuzhi during the Yuan
dynasty for its 丘irstgazetteer. Since then, the county magistrates revised it
several times, and its historical facts are well established. Also other
towns, such as Ｃｈａχi，Zhudi, Jiwang, Anting and Waigang each have their
own works m which the facts of one smaller area are recorded. Despite the
fact that Cheng Guodong says in his [Qianlong ７ (1742)]gazetteer[of Jia-
ding County]that these works are not worth looking at, stiU it is better
than not having such local gazetteers at aU. If now Loutang alone, no mat-
ter how small an area it constitutes, would have had no one who had col-
lected its facts and wrote those down, where then would its future inhabi-
tants, who wiU be bom and grow up here, find reliablefacts?




1n the other towns belonging to the same Jiading County, such as Chaxi ( = Nan-
xiang), Zhudi, Jiwang, Anting and Waigang, town gazetteers had already been
compiled. If Loutang were the only one without ａ gazetteer, then its descendents
would have no way to investigate its history. The 1853 Hｕａｎｇｄｕｚｋ筒漁戸
(Ｇａｚｅttｅｅｒ　of　Ｈｕａｎｇｄｕ　Ｔｏｗｎ，nowHuangdu Town in Jiading District, Shanghai
Municipality) describes the development of later gazetteers in that county.
Cheng Guodong says in his GαzetteerがJiading, that the oldest towns ｍ
the county are Nanxiang, Anting and Huangdu. l found that by the middle
period of the former Ming dynasty there were already three gazetteers, of
Dachang, Jiangdong and Waigang. During the Jiaqing period of our dynasty,
other towns also gradually compiled their gazetteers; [based on tｈｅｍ]Qu
Zhongrong published the 61う皿ｎ ＬｔＭ ｙiｚki　lin[Ｆｏｒｅｓt　of　Ｇａｚｅｔtｅｅｒｓ　of]ia一
面ＷＣ。,zち･). Its collection of materials was extremely complete. Only our
town (li), since it did not have its own book, could not be included｡
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
(Ｐｒｅｆａｃｅ)
Since the Jiaqing period the other towns within the county had each compiled ａ
gazetteer. However, in Huangdu there was none, and neither was the town in-
eluded in the 61-iｗａｎ Litりi ｚｋｉlin of Qu Zhongrong. This£沁が励り加ｉＳ ｎ０ longer
extant, as is witnessed in the Ｓｈａｎｇｈａｉｆａｎｇ.託言ｉｏｏ　kaoli戸ilnves海面ａｓ回
Ｓｈａｎｇｈａｉ　ＧａｚｅttｅｅｒＭａtｅｒｉａｌｓ),which is the most detailed study of Shanghai local
gazetteers. It says there: “£沁がzhi lin. Qing Jiaqing blockprint ed. No complete
edition yet seen; the only mention of it is on the front page of the ＳｈｉｇａれｇＧｕａｎｇ-
fｕ　he　ｚhi　(Ｃｏｍｂｉｎｅｄ　Ｇａｚｅttｅｅｒof　Ｓｈｉｇａｎｇ　ａｎｄＧｕａｎｓfｕ), where there appears a
series title Liｕ　＼tｚhi　lin.”(see “Part Ｂ. Special Gazetteers. １ General Catalog. 1
Collectanea"). However, in this Shanghai血ｎｇｚhi ｚｉｌｉａｏkaolu we丘nd the following
Table of Contents, which is thought to have been provided by Wu Jingshan of the
Shanghai Museum:Ｎ。ｘｉａｎｅ座作函収2μMn), Anting zh削20 juan)，　ＬｏＭtｏｎｇ
ｚｈｅｎ　ｚhけ9加回)， Ｘｍ Ｗａxｇａｎｇ zhi (2 jｕｏｎ)，Ｓｈｉｇｏｎｇ　Ｇｕａｎｇｆｕ　ｈｅｚhi (｡４　ｍａｎ)，
Ｓｏｎｅｎａｎ　ｚki(8 man), and Ｍａｌｕｚhi　(Jo　ｍａｎ). It became clear that within one and
the same county there existed quite ａ few city-like settlements called towns and
that each town was compiling its own gazetteers. The lack of ａ town gazetteer for
3２ XXZ, vol. 3.
33 上海方志資料考録. Published by the Shanghai Shudian m 1985 as a revised edition of the 1962
work of the same titlewhich was published asａ mimeograph by the Shanghai Shifan Daxue Tushu-
guan｡




one's own town was an acute embarrassment, which had to be remedied｡
Also in Wujiang County, resorting to Suzhou Prefecture, we can discern the
same awareness. Thus ｍ the Ｆ。7加xiao shi'*'(ＳｍａｌｌＦａｃtｓｏｎＦ＆ｎｈｕ),compiled
in 1842 and published in 1847 concerning Lｕχｕtown in that county, it says:
Fenhu is located in Wujiang, 60 11(30 km) southeast from the county seat.
Since Tang and Song times it had famous people in period after period, and
it would be difficultfor anyone to count aU those who were recorded, no
matter who would try. However, from Qianlong 12 (1747), a dirり萍ｏyear,
when the greatly erudite rural scholar Mr. Shen (i.e.,Shen Tong) revised
the gazetteer (the Qianlong 所収z昭丿an zhi),to now, almost one hundred
years have lapsed. While in the other towns of this county, such as Tongli,
Shengze, Huangxi, Lili,someone published a“localitygazetteer,"(li ｚ岫
and thereby provided material for [laterｏ伍cial]revisions,I have not heard
of any such plan for Fenhu｡
　 　　
(Ａｗthoｒ'ｓ　Ｐｒホｃｅ,CompilerL u Shufang)
So, while in each of the other towns in Wujiang County, such as Tongli, Shengze,
Huangxi (currently Huangjiaxi Village, northeast of Shengze Town), LUi, a li zhi
(“localitygazetteer,"a literary term for“town gazetteer")ｈａｄ been compiled,
only Fenhu (ｎｏｗLuxu Ｔｏｗｎ)did not have one. If the gazetteer for Wujiang
County, which was already 100 years old since its previous edition,would be re-
vised anew, then the other four towns would have bases for the collection of
materials and the investigations of past events; only Fenhu would be placed in an
outsider's position. The writer ｅχpresses such feelings, remaridng upon the
tendency towards town gazetteer compilation in other towns. In this passage his
thoughts begin with his worries how the events of his own region are to be in-
corporated into the county gazetteer. However, they are directlylinked to his
feelingsregarding other towns ｅχistingon the same level｡
The second immediate reason for the heightened desire of ａ market town's
inhabitants to write their town gazetteer was the existence of ｏ伍cially-compiled
gazetteers. How can the ｅχistenceof an ｏ伍cialhierarchicalseries of gazetteers,
from gazetteers of one's own county, via those of one's prefecture and province,
untilthe unified comprehensive gazetteer with the whole country as its object, be
said to have been ａ cause of the compilation of ａ tovm gazetteer? In ａ general




sense, officially-compiled gazetteers prompted localities to try to record informa-
tion for posterity that might otherwise be abridged or omitted during the compila-
tion of an ｏ伍cial gazetteer of county level or higher. Such an awareness of the
necessity for the compilation of town gazetteers can already be seen in the Kangxi
period. At the beginning of the Ｚｉｄｉｃｕｎ ｚｈｉ＾(Ｇａｚｅttｅｅｒof Zidi　Ｖｉｌｌａｇｅ，now Zhudi
Town, Minhang District, Shanghai Municipality), extant in a 1728 draft manuscript,
there is the following passage in the 1678 OｒｉｇｉｎａｌＰｒｅｆａｃｅby someone named
Wang Hui, which precedes the ＬａtｅｒＰｒｅｆｏｃｃby the author Wang Ｙｏｎｇ'ａｎ.36
Rural areas and cities (ｘｉａｎｓ　ｃＨｅｎｇ■)are aU alike the emperor's land. But
when the traces of ａ village enter the county gazetteer, they are already
abridged. When entered in the prefectぼal gazetteers, then they are stiU
more abridged, and when you start with abbreviated materials, then later it
surely wiU get lost altogether. The more so in ａ case such as Zhudi's,
which resorts at the same time to two prefectures and three counties, how
could its affairs be comprehensively recorded in each gazetteer, and be
contemplated in detail?
The “village” is here a literary turn of phrase “town,”and “traces” means ･‘past
events.” Although “the village” belongs to “the emperor's land,”its events are
abridged ｍ ａ county gazetteer, and even more so in ａ prefectural gazetteer･
Therefore, there has to be ａ separate “village gazetteer” in order to record the
events of ａ tｏｗｎ｡
　　
The 1732 Pineｗａｎｅｚhび1漁Ｆ（Ｇａｚｅttｅｅｒ　ofPiｗｇｗｏｎｇＴｏｗｎ)　tｒｅａtsPingwang
town in Wuiiang County, currently stillan important water and land relay point as
Pingwang Town in Wujiang County, Suzhou Prefecture. Its only preface is by Chu
Yuansheng, teacher at the prefectural school of Suzhou, and originally from Ｙｉχing
County in the neighboring Changzhou Prefecture.
There are four kinds of local gazetteers, namely the ｕni五edcomprehensive
35 Included i the typeset 1961-S^･α昭九aishiliao･;回加･臨上海史料叢編(Collectanea ofMaterials
ｏｎＳｈａｎｇｈａｉ),bythe Shanghai-shi Wenwu Baoguan Weiyuanhui.
36 Incidentally,Zidi villageis a literaryphrase for contemporary Zhudi Town, 0f which it is said
that it Hes in the border areas of 2 prefectures and ３ counties Oiadins
ture, and Qingpu and Shanghai Counties of Songjiang Prefecture). When ｌvisited there in the sum-
mer of 1984, there were stillsome old streetsleftｍ ａcomer of this town in the western suburbs
of Shanghai, and it was then fuU of old men who had come to listenby bike to ａ加霞ｎ master




gazetteer (yりong zhi), the provincial gazetteer (tＯＭｇｚhi),the prefectural
gazetteer ifu zhi), and the county gazetteer (xian z切. Among these only
the county gazetteer records things in some detail.But as for villagesor
towns, how could their events be detailed? Therefore, the reason that vil-
lages and towns have gazetteers is in order to make up for the lacunae of
the county gazetteers.
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Here also it is argued that the reason that "villages or towns" have their '‘gazet-
teers" is because their past events are not recorded m detail, even not in the
usually rather detailed county gazetteers. Behind this argument, however, is a
sense that Pingwang town has events worth recording. “Pingwang is south of the
Chang Qiao, Great Bridge, in Wujiang, in the west it is linked with the Juqu
(Great Lake Taihu), in the east it borders Wusong River, and in the south it leads
to Jiahe Giaxing Prefecture), and to the north one can go in the direction of the
Huai[he]River and Yang[ｚhoｕ]. Therefore it is an important ford where four direc-
tions meet, ａ place where trading ships and aU kinds of commodities rush to
assemble."Although it had been laid bare by the ｇｄ∂pirates, now “the beauty of
its ｍａ皿ers and its local products, the density of houses and stores, the imposing
Daoist and Buddhist temples, aU are the most eminent in Songling (i.e., Wujiang).
How prosperous this place has beCome! It must be because our country has long
been at peace, and the realm is rich and plentiful. Therefore, even if it is just tiie
land of one town, it stm is sufficient to proclaim its prowess in Wu and Yue (i.e.,
Jiangsu and Zhejiang). How could we not convey this situation to the world and to
posterity?" Such ａ city-like splendor during the Qing Peace was the premise of
this town gazetteer's compiler｡
　　
In the numerous town gazetteers since the mid-Qianlong period, especially
since the subsequent Jiaqing period, the necessity of compiling gazetteers is fre-
quently discussed as a way to make up for the lacunae of a town's events occur-
ring in the county, prefectural, provincial and unified comprehensive gazetteers｡
The 1774 Lｕｘt　ｚｋt(ＧａｚｅttｅｅｒｏｆＬｕｘi,０ｎ Lujiabang in Kunshan County,
Suzhou Prefecture, current Lujia Town ｍ Kunshan Municipality) was compiled by
Zhu Shiqi,　ｓｋｅｎｇyｕａｎofthe town, who among other occupations functioned as
muyou,“private secretary,"of the　ｘｕnjｕ“'governor-general" of Shanχi， Bi Yuan.
In its Pｙホｃｅwritten by his friend Du Gang, is the following passage.^"
3８ XXZ, vol. 8. ０ｎthe relationshipof writer Zhu Shiqi with Bi Yuan, see Hu Guocaii(?)，“Zhu






The ｕni丘edstate (yりong) is the accumulation of individuallocal townships
(yf辿ing). To value local townships is to value the unified state. Nowadays
from the unified state to the province, prefecture and the county, each unit
has its own records, but records on townships 屡。ｇ ｚｈｉ)　ａｒｅvery uncom-
mon. Therefore the historicalevents of villages and towns (h 1／ｉａｎ)often
become lost and are not transmitted. Even if sometimes you can see them
in county gazetteers, they are stillabridged and incomplete. People do not
realize that if the events of one township are abridged, then those of one
county will be, and if those of one county are thus, so will be those of a
prefecture; aU the way up to the provincial and the unified comprehensive
gazetteer, allwiU be M 0f abridgements and lacunae. And ah, since thisis
so, how could one not value higWy township gazetteers?
If there are no “township records” or “township gazetteers,”then the "historical
events of villages and towns” are not transmitted, and even if there is a “county
gazetteer” events therein are likely to be abridged. This form of logical reasoning
is like those we have seen thus far. However, I would stress here the ｅχplicit
awareness of the two kinds of relationships, and their mutual linkage. In the ＆St
place, the “individual local township”(yi xia昭）iS the indispensable basis of the
“unified state” (yi tong), and only on the basis of the accumulation of“local town-
ships” can the “unified state”ｅχist.This is an awareness of the relationship of the
local regional society with the empire as ａ whole. In the second place, there is an
awareness of the mutually indispensable relationship of the local gazetteers, （ｏｎ
the basis of the “township gazetteer,”in a hierarchy through county, prefectural
and provincial gazetteer) to the unified comprehensive gazetteer. Prefaces that
clearly articulate an awareness of either relation can be widely seen in town gazet-
teers of this period｡
An example of the awareness of the ＆St kind of relation is seen in the fafan
{Principles of Can炉心加齢, mjuan 1 0f the 1807 Ｆａｎｇtaiｚ玩ｓ（ＧａｚｅttｅｅｒｏｆＦ皿ｇ･一
面, now Fangtai Town, Jiading District, Shanghai Municipality) penned by Wang
Yuanlie:
As long as scholars do not forget about local tovmships (xiang), they can
talk about the whole world. That is why itis absolutely necessary that this
town gazetteer be made.




χiao Yuhui, one of the compilers of the contemporary 180マＳ胸戸１ｇ Ｇｕａｎｇｆｕ
加加4o（Ｃｏｍｂｉｎｅｄ Ｇａｚｅｔｔｅｅｒ　of　Ｓｈtｇｏｗｇ　ａｎｄＧｕａ周匝, now respectively Shigang
Village, in Malu Town, Jiading District, and Guangfu Village in Liuhang Town,
Baoshan District; both Shanghai Municipality), writes in his Pｙｅμｉｃｅas follows.
The whole world consists of an accumulation of local states (guo, i.e.,“pro-
vinces").Ａ local state is an accumulation of local townships (ｘｉａｎ＾.Then
the affairs of one local township are really those of the whole world and
state. Confucius said:“When ｌ １００ｋat the festivity in the country districts
(i.e., xiang,“local townships")l know how easily the Royal Way may
obtain free courseグ(Liii,　Ｂｏｏｋ ｏｆＲｉtｅｓ,Communal Wine-drinking Cere-
mony 45). Seeing these records, l certainly can believe this!
The local township is the foundation of the whole world. The accumulation of local
townships form the whole world and state; that is why the affairs of one local
township are equal to those of the whole world and state｡
Such an awareness can already be seen earlier, during the Kangχi period. In
the 1702 Wujun F諏訪i" (Ｇａｚｅttｅｅｒ　ofＦｕli,　ＳｕｚkoｕＰｒｅｆｅｃtｕｒｅ),written as ａ
town gazetteer of then Luzhi town in Yuanhe County, Suzhou Prefecture, now
Luzhi Town of Wuxian County, is attached ａ ７)ｒｅｆａｃｅbyCai Fangbing from




Now, the whole world (iian ｘia)is the accumulation of individual local
states {guり).０ｎｅ local state is the accumulation of individual local town-
ships (ｘｉａｎｅ).Ｔｈｅlarge ｅχpanse of the whole world goes completely back
to the small ｅχpanse of each local township, and is formed by their accu-
mulation. This means that if there had not been local people who collected
the songs and ballads from the town and village streets (ｕχｔａｎｇ■)and trans-
mitted them, then how could those have been presented to the state histo-
nans, how could they have been edited by the Sages, and how could they
have been used to praise the Ancients and be passed down to posterity?
Therefore those assigned the duty of the whole world recorded [the affairs]






the affairsof an individual state. But who will take up the duty for one local
township? wm there be, without that duty, any records?
Here the “local state” is in the middle, but the reasoning that the tｉａｎχia.“whole
ｗｏrld”is an accumulation of “local townships” is already stated here. Beginning
with such a premise, the author states that the duties of the whole world parallel
the records of the whole world, the duties of a local state parallel the records of a
state, and the duties of ａ local township parallel the records of a local township.
Cai Fangbing relates after this that Chen Weizhong engaged in the factual compila-
tion, as ａ“scholar who fastened together the manners and lessons of the whole
townshipグ(Incidentally, the “local state”mentioned here must be seen as a literary term
for a province-level administrative unit, with reference to the pre-Qin vassal states.)
　　
As for the second kind of relation, many prefaces of this period show an
awareness of the hierarchy of township gazetteers, county, prefectural, provincial
gazetteers and unified comprehensive ones, and their mutually indispensability.
For instance, there are the examples of the 1804 Ｚｈｕjineｚki＊＾（Ｇａｚｅttｅｅｒ０/Ｚｈｕ-
がng, now Zhujing Town, Jinshan District, Shanghai Municipality), the already cited
1807 Fangtａt　ｚhi゛, the contemporary 1807ＳｈｉｇａｎｇＧｕａｎ＾ｕ　he　ｚhi”,　ａJidthe
1815 Malu It zhi'^ (Gazetteer of Maluひcality, currently Malu Town, Jiading Dis-
trict, Shanghai Municipality). Although the 1805 Sa竹即ａｎ　ｚhi゛（ＧａｚｅttｅｅｒｏｆＳｏｎｇ-
ｎａｎ.currently Jiwang and Zhudi Towns of Minhang District, Shanghai Municφal-
ity) does not explicitly go as far as the unified comprehensive gazetteer or a pro-
vindal gazetteer, we stfflcan discern an awareness of the above-mentioned re-
lationship in it. Let us look at an example that shows such ａ relationship even
more clearly｡
In the Ｐｒｅｆａｃｅofthe 1732 Pingiλｖａｎｓｚｈｉnoted above, the system of local
gazetteers is arranged in the four levels of the national yi tong zhが, "unified com-
prehensive gazetteer,” the ｓｈｅｎｇｚhi.the “provincial gazetteer,”the fu zhi, the
“prefectural gazetteer,”and the ｘｉａｎ加i、the county gazetteer. As an indispen-
sable fifthlayer is given the “gazetteer” of the “village or town.”In the j）ｒｅｆａｃｅof






















Town of Taicang Municipality) by Tan Tiancheng from neighbouring Tangshi town
(which is placed before t±ieＡｕthoｒ’ｓＰｒｅｆａｃｅofits compiler, the native Shi
Baochen), it says, after a discussion of the value that the records of the “various
branches" have within ａ genealogy (ｚｕｈｕ)forthe genealogy as a whole, that“it is
the same for local gazetteers." Then it says:
In the wide and large world, nothing is not an accumulation of prefectures
and counties; in prefectures and counties, [nothing] is not an accumulation
of townships and localities(χiangIt,i.e.,“towns"). If one township's gazet-
teer is completed, then the gazetteers of counties, departments and pre-
fectures can base themselves on it, and so in a similar way the provincial
and the unified comprehensive one. Nothing is outside this [relation].
Also in the ＰｒｅｆａｃｅbyYang χian, from Gui'an County, Huzhou Prefecture, to
the 1893Linehｕ ｚｈｅｎｚhi’＾(ＧａｚｅttｅｅｒｏｆＬttｉｇｈｗＴｏｗｎ,now Linghu Town, Huzhou
Municipality), the author writes:
As for gazetteers, there ｅχiststhe unified comprehensive gazetteer, and
the provincial,prefectural and county gazetteers. As for town gazetteers,
their objectives are limited. But if there is no town gazetteer, then the pre-
fecturaland county gazetteers have nothing to get their sources from, and
if there are no prefectural and county gazetteers, then the provincial and
the unified comprehensive gazetteers have nothing they can rely ｕｐｏｎ･
Therefore the town gazetteers really form the basic beginning of the va-
nous gazetteers, and therefore their relations are certainly neither unim-
portant nor infrequent.
On the one hand, above the market towns was a hierarchicaladministrative sys-
tern from the county upwards. ０ｎ the other hand was a hierarchicalsystem of
ｏ伍cially-compiledlocal gazetteers of county level and higher. The compilers of
town gazetteers were keenly aware of these facts. In other words, the town
gazetteer and the local society centered upon the market town occupied in the
awareness of its compilers the basic position in the hierarchicalsystems of local
gazetteers and administrative order. However, we should not overlook that the
town gazetteer compilers, who on the one hand were always acutely aware of the
≪ XXZ, vol. 24.
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eχistence of county gazetteers, were on the other hand also My cognizant of the




Differences with the OfficialGazetteers;
　
Responsibility of the Writer asａHuman Being
Those engaged in the compilation of town gazetteers, no matter what kind of
expressions they used, were unmistakably of the opinion that the town gazetteers
were clearlydifferentfrom the gazetteers of county or supra-county level (such as
the prefectural gazetteers), in that the latter kinds were published by “ｏ伍cials.”
In the PrinciplesがＣり叫･面だon, section 2 0f the above-mentioned 1732 j）ｍｇｗａｎｅ
zhen zhi,*^the“Master of the Grass HaU in the Western Outskirts,”who repre-
sents the local town inhabitants involved with the compilation, expresses the fol-
lowing opinion.
From the unified comprehensive gazetteer to the county records, one
necessarily has to establish ａ general managerial editor (ｚｏｎｅｃａt)foｒtheir
compilation and revision. That is why there exist established standards,
from the titles of each section to be investigated, to the curriculae vitae of
the various men who are co-compilers. But ａ town gazetteer is not an ｏ伍-
cial gazetteer. Its agreed-upon task is only to record the items that the
various gentlemen of the town (It) saw with their eyes and trod with their
feet, and to treat those [records]as sources for [the history of]one's
town. Therefore, we discard here the usual conventionalities, and only say
that this gazetteer is“compiled collectively by the local [town]residents {li
ｒｅｎｇｏｎｇμ)グ
In other words, ｏ伍daily compiled local gazetteers, from the unified comprehen-
sive gazetteer down to county gazetteers are compiled, out of necessity, with an
organization from the general editor dovm. This organization establishes the var-
ious section titlesand collectsmaterial under the corresponding fields,and fur-
ther at the beginning of the gazetteer it lists the status and names of aU those
people who participatedin the compilation.In aU cases ａcertain standardized prac-








and itis free from allthose restrictionsplaced upon the officialgazetteers. As for
its format, it has only to write down aU what those engaged in its compilation have
seen, heard or witnessed, and by doing so it gathers those recollectionsinto ａ
town document to be left to posterity. That is why the Ｐｉｎｇｗａｎｇ　ｚheれ浹ｉdoes
not adopt the usual practice seen in county gazetteers.　It only states that it was
“collectivelycompiled by the local [town]residents,"that itis ａcollectiveeffortby
various people from the town itself｡
The same point of view is strongly expressed in other words in the Ｐｍｚｈｅｎ
が麗が° {Recollections of Pu Town, now Puyuan Town, Tongxiang Municipality),
with ３Ｐｒefaceof 1787. The sole preface to that town gazetteer is wntten by
someone called Zhao You. The Preface?starts by mentioning the large scale of the
unifiedcomprehensive gazetteer, which treated 面μズ加, the "whole world,"of the
tｏｎｇzhi, which treated the regular and directly-governed provinces, and of the
prefectural, departmental and county gazetteers with their respective contents.
Zhao then contrasts these with the very small scale of ａ township or town: “one
county is divided into individual townships and towns. Their sizes are not even
sufficientto compose ａ comer of that county, therefore one certainly cannot com-
pare their respective sizes!Ｅχcessive veneration and ｅχtravagantdescriptions are
not really appropriateﾌﾞ'ltcontinues :
And as for the provincial gazetteers, ０ｒthe prefectural, departmental and
county gazetteers, ０ｒ above until one reaches the comprehensive gazet-
teer, these are all assigned to ｏ伍cials. An officialbureau is established, the
estimated expenses are collected, and only after the work of several tens
of people, and after several decades or several years the gazetteers are for
the first time put together and completed. It even happens that soon after-
wards, a few years after compilation, again there are found lacunae waiting
to be 丘Jled. How could ａ mere small township or town (ｘｉａｎｇｚｋｅｎ)have
something similar! This again shows that it is not worth even comparing
their sizes!
For any of the comprehensive, provincial or prefectural, departmental and county
gazetteers,“officials”take responsib血y, and they establish an organization forits
compilation caUed the“ｏ伍cialbureauグThey assemble ａ budget and several tens
of people to take care of the compilation, and they take several decades or at least




several years. In the case of ａ town gazetteer, however, there is no way that
such an organization could be established. Later in the same Ｐｒｅｆａｃｅｗｅ丘Bdthe
following:
If large, then one has to rely on various ｏ伍dais; if small, then ordinary
people aU can ｅχertthemselves.
This is ａdecisive difference between the local gazetteers of county level and high-
er and the town gazetteers, in their being compiled by ｏ伍dais and by commoners,
respectively.
Incidentally,the above-mentioned 1702 Wujun Full zhi""'was based upon repeated
efforts towards compilation dating back to the Chenghua, Longqing, Wanli, Tianqi
and Chongzhen periods of the mid-to late Ming.=^ 1n that work the compiler Chen
Weizhong also contrasts town gazetteers with prefectural and county ones:
In the past, my illustriouspredecessors Jin Wenchuan (i.e.,Jin Mengxiang)
and Zhao Fuyang (i.e.,Zhao Weishi) already undertook the compilation of
this town's (It)gazetteer, but unfortunately it was not finished and p血ted.
After the violent conviilsions (the changes from the Ming to the Qing
dynasty), the drafts were slowly scattered and lost. Until now, nobody has
taken up again their compilation. Now, I think that the work of gazetteers
originallyformed the counterpart of histories,and that only virtuous official
holders could undertake that work, and that local gentlemen could compile
the records under them. As for prefectural and county gazetteers, it was
the same. But the affairsof one small town (It)are of course not within the




Thus, gazetteers as far down as the prefectural and county-levels were planned by
the ＴＯttｓi，“Ｏ伍ce holdersグi.ｅ･， local ｏ伍dais, and the ｘｉａｎｇｘiαれｓｈｅｎｇ，“local
gen-
tlemenグi.e., the local gentry undertook their compilation. Neither the local
o伍-










gazetteers. The author quoted above sees a decisive difference between the town
gazetteers and the local gazetteers of county level and higher. Pan Liixiang, who
was the local author of the above-mentioned 1889 £z,。ぷan zhen zhP^ (comp.
1879), also says as follows in ａ piece at the beginning of that gazetteer. In
1876-1877 the compilation of departmental and county gazetteers in each province
was ordered, and so it came to pass that also the Ｂａｏｓｈａｎ　ｘｉａｎｚ旨(Ｇａｚｅttｅｅｒ可
ＢａｏｓhaれＣｏｕｎty))was published. He himself had also participated ｍ that work, but
expenses were not provided. Accordingly, he stopped his work midway through
the project, and in 1879 “closed his doors and retired to his ｈｏｍｅﾌﾟ'Idling away
summer, he suddenly decided to continue the works of a “Mr. Fan,"who pre-
viously had started to compile ａｌｉｚｈt(“localitygazetteer")ｏｆ Luodian, but which
had been丘nished without ever having been printed. In reference to his decision,
he writes:
The responsibility of whether ａ county gazetteer is completed or not lies
[with the officials]above, but whether ａ town's (It)gazetteer is completed
or not lies [with the people]below.
Those who undertook the compilation and printing of a town gazetteer differed
completely from those of the county level gazetteers and higher. That mirrors also
a differencein the character ofａlocal society centered upon ａmarket town (which
formed the space in which the compilation and publicationof ａtown gazetteer took
place), with that of the regional space, to which administrative officialswere sent,
and which formed the content of the gazetteers of the county level and higher. As
noted above, the Qianlong period witnessed ａ spectacular growth in the compila-
tion of town gazetteers.　It also saw the emergence of such terms as“township
and town gazetteers,”“township gazetteers," and “town gazetteersﾌﾟ’ln each
market town there was ａ keen awareness that there was ａ widespread trend to-
wards the compilation of town gazetteer in surrounding market towns. Under
these conditions, people realized that both the town gazetteer （ａtthe bottom of
the sequence county gazetteer-prefectural gazetteer-provincial gazetteer-unified
comprehensive gazetteer), and the society centered upon ａ market town （at the
bottom of the administxative sequence county-prefecture-province-whole ｗｏｒld）
formed basic units of ｅχistence｡
Nevertheless, as we have seen in this fourth section, ａ town gazetteer was




sharply distinguished from the county level gazetteers and higher. What could that
mean? It is a compleχ question, which also bears upon the ｎａtぼｅof administration
and culture. No matter what the explanation may be, we have to elucidate the loci
from which originated during the Qing this strong self-realizationof the“common-
ｅrs”position vis-a-vts the “ｏ伍cials.”The ｎｅχtsection therefore ｅχamines the
compilers of the town gazetteers and their relations with local society｡
　　　　　
５ Compilers of Town Gazetteers and their Local Society
a The Qi sheng lei bian (Organized Compilation of the Records
ofQi)－the unpublished draft of the 1760s
Below, I eχamine how and by whom town gazetteers were compiled with
special attention to the specific context of their local market-centered societies.
The Q八加場班Ｈ･函(Ｏｒｇａｎｉｚｅｄ ＣｏｍtiilatｉｏｎｏｆtｈｅＲｅｃｏｒｄｓof Qi)ｗａs com-
piled in 1765, in Tangqi, which was known as ａ“huge tｏｗｎ."It corresponds to
current Tangqi Tovm (Yuhang Municipality). To reach it, one goes north along the
Grand Canal from Hangzhou Municipality, proceeds through the suburbs of Hang-
zhou and the current city of Yuhang, and then turns northeast at the border of
Deqing County. The work differs from both the Ｔｏｎｇｆｌｉｚhi　litｅ　ｓａｏ＾(Ｓｈｏｒt　Ｄｒａｆｔ
of tｈｅＧａｚｅttｅｅｒｏｆＴａｎｅａｉ),which was compiled two years later in 1767 and is in-
eluded in the second series of the Wulin zhα昭部回直･涵z(Ｃｏｌｌｅｃtａｎｅａ　ofHiｓtｏｒ-
如IS切仏身回りVulin), and the Ｔａｎｇｑi　ｚhi＾＾(Ｇａｚｅｔｔｅｅｒ０/ Ｔ回郎), published in
1890, in the fact that it remained little-known: ａ manuscript copy is preserved in
the former Yanjing University Library, now Beijing University Library. It is not in-
eluded in the previously mentioned χｉａｎｇｚｈｅｎｚhiseries of the ＺｋｏｎｇＢｕｏｄ伽昭ｚ旨
ｉｉｃｈｅｎｇ.
According to hiｓＡｕthaｒ'ｓＰｒefaceof 1765, Yimin “Recluse" Zhou Zhaoqian
was ａ local person. He notes that“continuing the scholarly tradition of his family,
he had daily applied himself to his scholarship, but when he had not yet reached
the Mest depths of his studies,"he “had collected materials on the topography of
the mountains and rivers of my township and formed them into a book called Qili
＆功回(Annotatedぷ臨が加Qf£ocality)."As a predecessor of his work, Zhou












(Ａｎ Ｉｎtｒｏｄｕｃtｉｏｎtｏ the Sightｓ ０/ Ｑt･Ｌｏｃａｌｉtｙ).However, what left the greatest im-
pression on him was the Qi shui wen s加昭(Records of the Rivers of Qi), also
known as the Qi ｓheｗｅ(Ｒｅｃｏｒｄｓof Qi） by Cao Qi (i.e., Cao Shuyuan), who had
"revised and ｅχpanded" the previous Qi　li　iing　ｗｉバ伽。
According to the section on elders in iuan 12 of the Ｔａｎｇａｉｚhithe appellation
Yimin,“Recluse,"was Zhou's formal style name. Zhou “excelled geography" and
was a “descendant of ａ Mr. Zhou who had been Director of the Bureau of
Appointments of the MingグBoth Zhang Zhinai and Cao Qi had been shengyuan.
But the section does not mention what ｅχamination degree Zhou Zhaoqian may
have held. In the ？rinciples of Comp･面面zちwhich like the Ａｕthoｒ'ｓ Ｐｒｅｆａｃｅhas
Zhou Zhaoqian's name attached, it says:
Tangqi was from 01d lacking in gazetteers and records. At the be面面J^g of
the Kangxi period, the local [town]resident and established scholar Zhang
Ban'an (i.e.,Zhang Zhinai) and χｕYejun (personal name unknown) for the
＆St time put the Ｑ日i jing wu lue together. Subsequently Cao Shuyuan
(i.e., Cao Qi) toiled his whole life writing a gazetteer, and once ａ姐ｎ
adding materials to the previous drafts,caUed it the Ｑ八加県
Thus the Author's Pｒｅ/ａｃｅｒ cords how Zhou Zhaoqian compiled his Ｑ６＆昭辰
bi皿 on the basis of Cao Qi's Qi ｓhｕt　ｗｅｎ血明．
Cao Qi's Qf功㎡四月s加昭, the expanded revision of the　Qi　It　jinｓ　ｖｍ　lｕｅ.
indeed was somewhat of ａ“gazetteer” of Tangqi town, but it was not published.
For more than twenty years, it was in possession of his son's widow. After her
death it was kept ｍ the hands of Qian Yinshang, thanks to money raised by sever-
al people who feared its disappearance. After the death of this Qian, it came,
together with a sequel draft that had been kept by the Cao Family, into the pos’
session of Zhou Zhaoqian and his Hke-minded fiiends. It subsequently took Zhou
Zhaoqian and his friends two years to organize Cao Qi's draftinto the format of a
regular local gazetteer, thus forming the 16-juan Q八秘昭Ｚｄ bian. During that
compilation the decision was made not to make any changes to the originaltｅχtof
Cao Qi itself.Even in cases where additions were made, mere “conjectures”were
to be avoided; they were to rely only on “inquiries made of the wisest and most
virtuous for guidance in corrections.”The Ｑ八加ng leibian also remained only in
draft form; its publication was deferred untillater.
The background of the compilation of the Ｑ八加略lei bian again throws into




the literati of Tangqi town itself, and that such works were compiled by their own
hands. This had also been the case of the precedinｇＱｉ １１ｉｉＭｇｗｕ　liteof Zhang
Zhinai and Xu Yejun and the Qi ｓｈｕi　ｗｅｎｓｈｅｎｅofCao Ｑｉ｡
　　
The following details provide further proof that the Qi ｓｋｅｗｓ　lei　hianw s due
to spontaneous compilation by local people. Barely two years after the draft of the
Ｑtｓｈｅｎｓ　leiMan was completed, it was criticized by ａ non-local scholar named He
Qi (i.e., He Chunzhu),“who, for some time now, had appreciated the purity and
immensity of the town's mountains and rivers, and the fact that the town did not
seem to be just ａ rural comer tucked away, having row upon row of houses."
When He Qi happened to be shown the draft by the local [town]resident Gao
Zhaizhong, he criticized it:“its divisions are too numerous and too varied, and its
writing also is too obsequious."56 He Qi wrote thereupon the ｅχceedingly simple
Ｔａｎｇｑi　ｚhi　litｅｇｏｏ，of which it would be said later that “its writing is extremely
simple and rustic; and it stiU suffers from lacunae in the historical stories of this
one town."57 1n the case of county gazetteers, which maintained ａ publicly estab-
Ushed compilation bureau and possessed ａ 丘nandal basis, and which would invari-
ably be published as ａ book, one ordinarily does not come across cases where so
soon after publication such revisions were needed｡
At the same time, this spontaneous origin by local people was tightly linked
with the need to solve particular problems facing that local society. The way the
剛shut wen s加昭was ｅχpanded in the QO加昭以哉ｍ reflects such needs. The
Ｐｒincipleｓ　of　Ｃｏｍｐｉはtｏｎprovideexplanations regarding the expansions. In addi-
tion to the desire to expand the Qi ｓｈｕiｗｅｎｓheｗｓ.the compilers wanted to fiUin
the lacunae in the “county gazetteer." The latter was probably the 1687 Ｒｅｎｈｅ
ｘｉａｎｚhi {Ｇａｚｅｔtｅｅｒ０/ＲｅｎｈｅＣｏｕｎＵ),and was the model during the revision of the
Qi shut wen s加昭, as we will touch upon later｡
The sections that were especially singled out in the ？パnciplesがＣθ,砂加面〃
for expansion were the following:juan 1 (“Boundaries": the parts on walls,
streets, bridges); man 2 (“Topography”);　lｕａｎ３(“PubUc Buildings"), juan 3 and
4 (the parts on local products and corvee as listed in the “Local Manners and Cus-
toms" section); iuan 6 (“Water Management")･, ixｉａｎ７(“ReUef Administration").
Other sectdons felt in particular need of revision were juan 8, 9, 10 and n (“Per-
sonalities"･ which comprised the categories “Celebrities,"itself composed of seven
sub-categories among which “the Pure" and “the Upright," as well as the catego-






ries on “Virtuous Widows,"“Chaste Ｗｏｍｅｎグand“Immigrant Worthies"); and
the“Literary Records" of九αμ15 and 16. The parts among these that particu!arly
show Zhou Zhaoqian's viewpoint are the sections on bridges, water management,
local products, and“CelebritiesグFor ｅχample, the part on bridges reads:
Since Qi (i.e, Tangqi town) belongs to ａ region M of water, if there were
no bridges, no one could go anywhere. Therefore the merit of building a
bridge over ａ river is great indeed. However, in the gazetteer (i.e., the
Ｒｅｎｈｅχｉａｎｚ岫 not even two or three out of ten bridges are recorded. For
instance, the Great Bridge is enormous, and its engineering was an im-
mense effort. It has no equal within an area of thousand li (500km). Now,
although the facts of its repeated renovations, their encouragements of
good works and their contributions of donations, and their commendable
plans and splendid achievements are engraved upon precious stones (i.e.,
stelae), if they are not recorded in the books, how could we stir up good
feelings and encourage the desire to do ｇｏｏｄ!
In this passage, the author notes that although the Great Bridge of Tangqi town is
not recorded in the county gazetteer, it is enormous. He makes the point that if
good works were not recorded in books, one could not convey to the people of
the local society the instances of［past］devotion to public works, and thereby put
them in the mood for subsequent contributionsin the future｡
The section of“Celebrities”ｍ the following passage shows the urgent desire to
make up for the lacunae of the county gazetteer.
The compilation of the Biographies [section]ｍ ａ county gazetteer relies
largely upon interviews and investigations by ａ few people, and these
usuallyrecord only those near [the county seat]and leave out those farther
away. As ａresult those shining celebritiesof our Qi whose fame overflows
the whole world, are always left out. The two gentlemen Zhang and Cao
collected their documents, and praised them one by one. l thereupon or-
ganized these, and include them here each according to their category･
Through these numerous sections of the Ｐｒｉｎｃｉtileｓ　ofＣｏｍｂｉ･latｉｏｎwe can see that
according to Zhou Zhaoqian, compiler of the Ｑt　ｓｋｅｎｇ　le□bian.herecorded the
public works and activities that were the raison d'etre of the local society m his




of listingthe people who were contributors, and fillingin the lacunae of the county
gazetteer related to his town. In this sense the phrases “to benefit the local admi-
nistxation and the people's livelihood”and “the public affairsof our town （lf）,”
which occur ｍ the section on the“Literary Records” placed closely after the end
of the PrinciplesがＣａ河･･ilation,are highly revealing.
Literary prose and poetry aU have their origin in the strenuous efforts of
the literary crowd. Ｉ cannot of ＣＯぼse copy completely everything what l
have come across, but neither do l dare t０leave anything out lightly. (…)
Especially those acts that benefited the local administration and the peo-
pie's livelihood need to be collected and recorded. (…)AS for the public
affairs of our town (liｚｈｏｎｓｚｈｉｇｏｎｇ　ｗｕ),even if [their titles]are recorded
in the Stelae Texts [section], their M texts are listed according to their
location[in the Literary Records section]，０r separately in a special sec-
tion,“Historical Records"(ji wen). One reason is that one can use them as
reference when thinking about the achievements of the past. Another
reason is that by contemplating them, one can be so moved that one
wishes to emulate those previous meritorious acts.
　　
Barely two years after its draft was completed, the Qi sheng I｡i bian, met, as
noted above, with the criticism of He Qi, compiler of the Ｔａｎｅｑi　ｚkiliｔｅ　ｇａｏ.He
felt that “its divisions were too numerous and too varied, and its writing also was
too obsequious." Indeed, as seen in juan 4 (“Corvee") and juan 6 (“Water Man-
agement"), it often includes verbatim the complete tｅχtsof the original documents
and stelae inscriptions regarding officialproclamations and private memorials. One
can easily surmise that this was one reason he faulted the gazetteer's style.
However, it is precisely this style of source collection and inclusion that illustrates
the fact that the Qi sheng lei bian had been directly compiled by the people of local
society in the very midst of that local society.
b Ｔｈｅ£ilizhi (Ｇａｚｅttｅｅｒof Lili) and the Liliｘｕｚfii{Sequel to the Gazetteer
of Lili)－tｈｅearly and late 19t c゛entury editions
The fact that ａ town gazetteer compiler was typically an inhabitant of that
particular town, and brought with him a strong interest in local public topics of de-
bate, is even clearer in the early 19゛ century 1805 £ぷｊz戸(Ｇａｚｅttｅｅｒ　ofLili,Wu-




Jiang County, Suzhou Prefecture), and its late-lQ'" century sequel, the 1897£画
xu zhi^^ (Sequel to the Gα㎡なり･丿£面｡
TheLili ｚhi was compiled by χｕ Dayuan", inhabitant of Lili Town, who
through a juanna contribution had attained in 1798 the degree ｏｉjtｏｎｓｈｅｎｇ　ａndthe
position of ａ supernumerary Editorial Assistant of the Hanlin Academy.
Already when stillyoung, I, Dayuan loved it when people talked about the
past events of the town, and every time when ｌ heard something new l im-
mediately committed it to paper. As an adult, l read through new and ０１ｄ
county gazetteers, but l found barely three pages with any bearing on ＬⅢ.
In my heart l was secretly vexed.
The following is ａ description of the Xu Dayuan who single-handedly finished the
16-juan£治政f out of a fiercelocal pride for Lilitｏｗｎ:"whenever l found even
one character which talked about our town (It)in a work, l bought it as ifit were
ａ precious treasure, and ｌ became so ｅχcitedthat l forgot about. cold or heat and
stopped sleeping and eatingグAt the end of the Ａｕthoｒ'ｓＰｒｅｆａｃｅ　itsays:
Those who wiU later need to collect our customs, now wiU have materials
as evidence. Also aU the facts of our locality(i.e.,Lilitown) are here re-
corded, and their basic outlineis brieflypreserved. Written by local [town]
resident χｕDayuan, alias Wuji, in the Fuyuantang (HaU 0f Inspiring the
Distant).
Thus the Liliｚｈｉcame to be somewhat of a public record that was to be transmit-
ted to posterity by the people of Lili town. Further, as it says in the Ａｕthoｒ'ｓ　Ｐｒｅ-
face, he was helped by his friends, mainly local people, on the occasion of its pub-
lication:
After finishingthe draft, various acquaintances came together in order to
investigate[the mistakes in]the work, and each made great effortsto cor-
rect them. After another two years, they contributed money to have it
printed. Without this, how could this book have been so ｅχtremely fortu-
nate!
^' XXZ, vol. 12.
｀　riii ｚhi, juan 6,“Table ｏｆ£ishi,Officials by Donation,”under 1798.
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According to the “names of the correctors" at the beginning of the gazetteer,
among the seventeen names listed as “correctors and reviewers,"are ten who
weretｏｎｅ　li，that is, people of the same town. Also listed were four men from
Wujiang County, one from Zhenze County, and two from χiushui County｡
　　
χｕ Dayu㎡s activities were not limited to thisLili Zki、In the Ｓtel・Ｔｅｘtｓof
tｈｅＺｈｏｎｇｓｋａｎtａｎｇ{Hallofαy心な面＆げ召enevolences)in Liliby Li Tingfang, in-
eluded in the Lilt ＸＭｚki(about which later),　ttｉａｎ２(“HaUs of Benevolence," with
appendices on courtesy ferries and lineage foundations), there is the following pas-
sage.
In the provincial capital there were since former times the Tongrentang
(HaU of Common Humanity) and the Tongshantang (Hall ０ｆCommon Be-
nevolence). Their rules on the performance of benevolence were most de-
tailed, and each year they collected unburied corpses bodies widely and in
great numbers. But outside the capital city these activities were not lm-
plemented anywhere. Recently in our Lili town there was ａ Hall established
in emulation, named the Zhongshan [tang](HaU of ａ Multitude of Benevo-
lences), and aU the affairs within that HaU confirm completely to the rules
of the Tongshan and Tongren Halls. Its history is such that first, χｕ Shan-
min, Editorial Assistant in the Hanlin Academy (i.e.,χｕ Dayuan), contri-
buted with his friends money to found it. Its daily ｅχpenses were funded by
other literati and commoners of this town. Ｍｒ.χｕ thought out its rules af-
ter collecting the various opinions of others. In the third month of Jiaqing
[17](1812),　ａ　ｒｅｎｓheれyear, the Lineage Hall of Minister Ling of the Court
of Imperial Sacri丘ces of the former Ming Dynasty was used as its manage-
rial office. (…) Now, the gentlemen of the whole town are thriUed with joy
to have the pleasure of submitting donations and work hard to make this
endeavor ａ success.
This is followed by ａ passage by Yang Gui, also caUed StｅｌａｅＴｅｘtｓoftｋｅ ＺＨｏｎｇ-
shantang (Hallがα仙政加面が及心加池田):
The Zhongshantang (HaU of ａ Multitude of Benevolences) was established
in Lilitown, Wujiang County, and ａ branch officeis located in Pingwang
town, resorting to Zhenze County. Their main task is the burial
０ｆaban-
doned corpses, but associations that devote themselves to the provision
of
ＣＯ血Ｓand ceremonial grave clothing, assistance to widows, the[reverent]
-
j4－
disposal of material with written characters (ｘtｚi),or the release of caged
birds and fish (ｆａｎｇｓｈｅｎｇ■),were also added. First m Jiaqing 17 (1812) Mr.
χu, together with his friends, donated money and founded the Lili estab-
lishment, and barely one year later followers from Pingwang wishing to
promote benevolent deeds were thrilled with joy to have the pleasure of
submitting donations.
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The Zhongshantang implemented locally m Lili town and its neighboring Pingwang
town the typical activities of benevolent societies that had become common in the
cities of the Jiangnan region; primarily the burial of abandoned corpses. They,
however, also engaged in such activities as the purveyance of coffins and ceremo-
nial grave clothing, livelihood assistance for widows, the disposal of pieces of pa-
per or ostraca upon which characters were written, and the protection of living
creatures.χｕ Dayuan was one of its advocates｡
　　
χｕ Dayuan's activities ｍ the local commumty of Lili town also included donat-
ing money to the construction in 1817 of the Second Bridge (ｉｎRanzi-wei, “Ranzi
polder”61)that had been proposed by Fenhu PoUce Chief Zhou Wenlan.χｕ also
contributed funds to the building of the Tiansui Bridge (also in Ranzi-wei) in
1838.62
The compilation of Cai Bingqi 1899 Lili ｘｕ ｚhi(Ｓｅｑｕel tｏ tｈｅＧａｚｅttｅｅｒof Lili)
resembles that of Xu Dayuan's earlier: Lilt 硫i、 Cai BingqP, ａ鳶z回加昭of 1872
by way of ａ 芦αｇ蹴z contribution and ａ prospective county magistrate, points out in
his Autho八戸筰/jぽthe lack of records for the town m the 90 years since the Li li
仙j was published. He also notes the many abridgments, lacunae and mistakes re-
lated to the affairs of LiU in the recently published Wuiiangズian xu zみj(Ｓｅｑｕel　tｏ
tｋｅＧａｚｅtｔｅｅｒｏｆＷｗｉｉａｎｇ　Ｃｏ四吻').Again like χｕ， Cai Bingqi did not carry out the
publication single-handedly. According to the “Correctors and Reviewers" section
of the gazetteer, twenty people engaged in this work, among them eight from LiH
town itself, four from Zhenze County, four from Wujiang County, three from
χiushui County, and one from Yixing Ｃｏｕｎty｡
Cai Bingqi, again like χｕ Dayuan, had close relations with the activities of the
61 “Ｐｏ】der" translates here the word ｓ,･ 坪, dikes, or by extension, the lots of arable land within
the dikes. It can designate in later times, as it does here, also urban town areas derived from such
land. Ranzi is the lot's designation. (Author's additional note).
62　Lili Xli Z臨,lｕａｎ２，“Bridgesグ
63 £Hi xu zhi, juα7z 5，“Table of Ｌｉｓhi，０伍cialsby Donation,”under 1872. In the“Table of ｙ£xu,




benevolent society. According toiｕａｎ２ of the Liliｘｕｚhi.“Halls of Benevolence,”
Cai Bingqi had participated in the upkeep of the physical building of the Zhong-
shantang itself.
In Tongzhi 12 (1873) it was rebuilt by the local［town］residents Shen
Guangjin, Zhang Yuanhao, Xu Baoshu, Cai Bingqi, Wang Bangrui; it was
renovated in Guangxu 19 (1893) by local［town］residents Shen Guangjin,
Cai Bingqi, Wang Shifan, and Zhang Mingzou.
　　
Publicly donated estates that sustained the expenses of the Zhongshantang
were held in Wuiiang, Zhenze and Jiashan Counties (the latter in Zhejiang), and
houses (for rent) in Wujiang County. Cai Bingqi participatedin the expansion of
thisreal estate.
In Guangxu 10 (1884) the ｌｏｄ[town]residents Shen Guangjin, Zhang
Yuanhao and Cai Bingqi, added one piece of property of foぼbays in Ranzi-
wei to the charity estate. In Guangxu 11 (1885), local[town]resident Cai
Bingqi added 34.75 mu land to it.In Guangxu 14 (1888) local[town]resi-
dents Shen Guangjin, Cai Bingqi and Wang Shifan added one renovated
piece of property of 19 bays.
That the publication of town gazetteers itself became an increasingly public
affair in local society can be seen from the following passage by Tao Xu in the
Ｐｎｘφleｓ　of　Ｃｏｍｐｉｌａtimiof the 1882 Z陥ｕｚhｕａｎｇ　ｚｈｅｎｚhi＾(Ｇａｚｅttｅｅｒ０/
ＺｈｏＭｚｋｕａｎｇ　Ｔｏｗｎ，KunshanＣｏｕｎty):65
It happened that during the planning to help with the recent famine in
Henan, it was decided to solicitdonations from the tea tax merchants with-
in the town, and subsequently this was also done to help with the Shanχi
and Zhilifamines. After these reliefefforts were completed, prefect Qian
Qinghe was requested to assign this outlay to the publication of the town's
gazetteer and other benevolent activities.It was suggested to wait until
those needs were met before deciding to halt the contributions. The pre-




Tao Xu is famous for his work, the ＺｕKe(み回s面面四回Rent). See Suzuki 1997
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(1880), a gengch。year, the draft was handed over to the publisher. But
who could have guessed that [the editor], my firstcousin (i.e.,Tao Ran)
would ｎ０longer be there to witness that! Guangχｕ 8 (1882), a renu･ｇyear･
Respectfully recorded in the summer, fourth month of the year, by local
[town]resident Tao Xu, styled Zichun.
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That is,in Zhouzhuang m 1881 a charity donation collection was organized to help
with the disaster relief effortsin the north. With the permission of the Suzhou
prefect, its surplus money was used for the publicationof the town gazetteer and
to implement other social work in the town. In Lili town, Suzhou Prefecture,
therefore, in the Qing period from the early 19'" century (late Jiaqing)to the end
of the century (Guangχu) one can identifythe people engaged with the compilation
of the town gazetteer with those engaged in the public works of the town. This
holds true as well for those people involved with the town gazetteer of
Zhouzhuang town, Kunshan County, in the same Suzhou Prefecture.
c The Qianmentan!Z xian!nfzhi (Gazetteer of Qianmentang Townshφ)
　　
from the late 1700s to the 20"" century
　　
In the case of the ＱｉａｎｍｅｎtａｎｇｘｉａｎｇＥｈｉ＊(Ｇａｚｅttｅｅｒ　of　ＱｉｏｎｍｅｎtａｎｇＴｏｗｎ-
功φ) the relationship of the compiler with his activities in local society is especially
clear. The gazetteer was begun during the trend towards the compilation of town
gazetteers in Jiangnan in the late Qianlong period, the late １８１ century, ａｎｄ丘jially
was published in 1921｡
From the Southern Song to the Ming period, Qianmentang was ａ thriving
town. According to the Ａｕtｈｏｒ'ｓＰｒｅｆａｃｅof the Qi皿大戒ａｎｅ　ｓki　it(Ｒｅｃｏｒｄｓ of
Qianmentang Market Tou･n), contained in iuan 10 ("Literary Records Ａ")of the
Ｑ這ｎミ油２ｎｓ ｘｉａｎｇｚhi,when early during the Southern Song period Jiading coun-
ty had been established, ａ warehouse had been located there. Canal transport
boats had assembled there, southwards from the χuhangpu to the Wusongjiang
River. Qianmentang had grown to such ａ scale that “the population was very
dense; merchants came to trade, frequently coming and going there to meetings,
and from east to west they formed an uninterrupted line for four or five /f
66 In the XXZ. vol. 4 is contained the facsimileof the manuscript copy preserved in the Nanjing
University Library, but since thisis difficultto readｉ parts,l have used ｍ this articlethe printed




(2-2.5km)｡"It was said that "its literati and commoners were wealthy and rich;
the town had the appearance of ａ neatly arranged small city, almost on ａ par with
Ｎａｎχiang (in Jiading Coｕｎty)グHowever, the town feU into decline after the late
Ming period. The above-mentioned Ａｕthoｒ’ｓ l)ｙホｃｅ notes, “from the twilight
years of the past dynasty it deteriorated daily." And in the postscript of the type-
set Shanghai-shi Wenwu Baoguan Weiyuanhui edition of the
Ｑｉａｎｍｃｎtａｎｇ　ｘｉａｎｇ,
政Ｈt is noted that in the Qing “there were barely a hundred families in the market
[town], and the its rural area (辿zﾀzが) did not number more than
3000-plus inhabi-
tants.”During the drought of 1671 in Jiading County,　ｃｈｏｎｇ,“depots” were estab-
lished in each town as the places for cooking and the distribution of
rice gruel.
The Qianmentang depot was established as early as that same year, according to
the table in iuan 1 of the Qi。ｍｅｎtａｎｇ χｉａｎｇ zhi, (“Historical Administxative
Changes”)｡６７ According to the same table, in 1910 this depot region was changed
into Qianmentang Township, and this administrative status was continued after the
establishment of the Republic of China.'^
　　
The origin of the Ｑ面ｌミ庇ｉｎｇ χi。ｇ ｚｋt goes back as far as the previously
mentioned Ｑｉａｗｍｅｎtａｎｇ　ｓｈt　ii，compiled by theiianｓｋｅｎｇXu Wenfan in 1795
when he was 61 sui old.χｕ was a local person, who had also written the Ｄｏｎｇ-Ｊｉｎ
Ｎａｎｂｅｉｃｋａｏ ■yｕｄt　biao(Ｇｅｏｇｒａｐｈｉｃａｌ Ｔ戚ｅ　of　tｋｅ　Ｅａｓtｅｒｎ Jin　ａｎｄ Ｎｏｒtｋｅｍ-α而-
ＳｏＭtｈｅｍ Ｄｙｎａｓtieｓ　1^eriod), for which Qian Daxin and Wang Mingsheng had writ-
ten prefaces.'*' Later ａ native, Tong Shan, who had in 1833 become　ａ ｓＨｅｎｇyｕａｎ,
complained of the lack of ａ Qianmentang gazetteer while aU the other towns in
Jiading county such as Ｎａｎχiang, Loutang, Anting, Waigang, Fangtai and Malu had
theirs published by the ｅ副y Jiaqing period. He thereupon revised and ｅχp・ded
the　Ｑｉｏｎｍｅｎtａ周知itthat had fallen into his hands as ａ manuscript, and wrote
the　Ｑｉａｔｉｍｅｎtａｎｇ　ｚ＼ｉｅｎ　ｚぱ゛(Ｇａｚｅｔｔｅｅｒ　of　Ｑｉａｎｍｅｎtａｎｇ　Ｔｏｗｎ). He died however
67 This differs from the recent opinion of Inada Seiichi, mentioned above.
68 Currently, while Wangxianqiao Ｔｏｗ・ship, the township which bordered Qianmentang Township
in the Republican period, has become Wangχｍ Town of Jiading District, Shanghai Municipality,
Qianmentang has been absorbed therein as the administrative Qianmen ViUage; and while both the
Guozetang and Gupu rivers which cross ｍ Qianmen are stiU rich, the appearance of its old streets
is rather smallish.
69 In the “Literary Records―History” section of the Qianmentang辿mg zhi, juan 10, is given as
the first of six parts on “Geography," a simple publication record of the work itself. This is fol-
lowed by the complete texts of the Ｐｒｅｆａｃｅｏｆ　ＱｉａｎＤｏｘin ａnd the j）ｒｅｊａｃｅ可ＷａｎｇＭｉｎｇｓｈｅｎｇ.
eface of Wang Mingsheng･
7o In the “Literary Records―History” section of the Qianme耐α略辿z略加', iuan 10， there is






witliout having finished it. Tong Shan's younger brother, also ａ shengyiian, Tong
Ren, planned to "continue" this Qianmentane zhen zhi, the legacy work of his
elder brother. Tone Ren's second son, Tone Yiqian (ｓｋｅｎｇyｕｏれof1866), made yet
another copy of the Ｑｉａｍｎｅｎtａｎｇｚｈｅｎｚhi　c)fhis uncle Tong Shan, which had been
lost during the Taiping Rebellion but which he had again recovered when he was
gathering sources for the compilation of the 186811adinｓ ｘｉａｎ　ｚhi(Ｇａｚｅttｅｅｒｏｆ
Ｊｉａｄｉｎｇ　Ｃｏｕｎtｙ).ＴｏｎｇYiqian bound, edited, and enlarged this copy.^' Tong Yi-
qi㎡Ｓ second son, Tong Shigao (ｓｈｅｎｇｙｗ皿of1899), began once again to compile
a gazetteer ｍ the Guangxu-χuantong periods (1875-1911), basing himself upon
the Ｑｉａｎｒｍｎtａｎｅ,加作ｚhi“which had been stored in an old basket."He finished
his draft in the autumn of 1912, and after revision published it in the winter of
1921 as the Ｑ加nmet旭昭xiang zhi, in mimeograph form/^ Tong Shigao says the
following in hiｓＡｕthoｒ'ｓＰｒｅｆａｃｅ、
In recent years, I, Shigao, examining the great changes of this turbulent
time, fearing the disappearance of the ancient order, without considering
too closely whether it was rather ａ rash thing to ｄ０，visited and inter-
viewed elders, and collected wntten records and books. l deliberated over
them and edited them, and again organized them into several juan. Hereby
ｌ merely wish to continue respectfully my ancestor's will.
This passage conveys the acute pressure Tong Shigao felt during the unprec-
edented great changes from the χinhai Revolution through the World War to pub-
lish, almost as if it were a last opportunity, the town gazetteer of the Qianmen-
tang area, which he had inherited from three generations earlier, from his great-
uncle. Thus, the compilation work of that area's town gazetteer, which led 丘nally
to the　Ｑｉａｎｒｍｎtａｎｓ　ｘｉａｎｇ　ｚhi.hadbeen continued since the early １９１century,
the Daoguang period, from the brothers Tong Shan and Tong Ren to the father
and son pair Tong Yiqian and Tong Shigao. However, by no means did the Tong
family limit its efforts to the publication of the town gazetteer. The town gazetteer
should be seen as just one facet of their activities in local society.
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See the Ｐｏｓtｓｃｎｊ)tbｙＴｏｎｓ　Yiｑｉａｎ mentioned ｍ the previous note and the Ａｕtｈｏｒ'ｓＰｒｅｆａｃｅof
the Ｑｉａｎｍｅｎtａｎｓｘｉａｎｇｚhi by Tong Shigao.
72 See the Ａｕthoｒ'ｓ Ｐｒｅｆａｃｅby Tong Shigao mentioned ｍ the previous note, and the postscript by
the editorial committee of the typeset Shanghai-shi Wenwu Baohuan Weiyuanhui edition (Sept





A recent biography of Tone Shiliang/^ fourth son of Tong Yiqian, second
younger brother of Shigao, notes that: “Tong Shiliang, with ｊ name Jitong, was
bom March 12， 1883 ｍ Qianmentang, Jiading, in a family of literary status in
which five people had attained the shengyuαM degree." Indeed, as we have seen,
Tong Ren, Tone Shan, Tone Yiqian and Tone Shigao, had all been Ｓｋれｇｙ皿れ.In
addition to being literati, the Tone family also engaged in social activities in the re-
gion, where they were considered as naturally the people to resort to when any
problem needed to be solved｡
In jican 12 0f the Ｑｉａｎｍｅｎtａｎｓｘｉａｎｇ　ｚki，(“MiscellaneousWritings―Stories
on Disasters"), there is an entry on ａ harvest failure caused by ａ two-month
period of rain that began on the 29* of the fourth month in 1849. 1n his essay on
this disaster, Tong Yiqian faithfully described the scenes of devastation:74
The cries were sad and impossible to stand. As soon as one's clothes were
aU pawned, one sold one's plates and any other odd item to ｅχchange for
food. In the worst cases one even took the bricks from one's walls, broke
offthe beams and rafters of one's house, and cut down one's trees to seU.
Also described in this essay is the way the Qin pawnshop single-handedly took
care of the sellingrice and cotton in the Qianmentang depot against special relief
prices. The fear of what would happen if a flood of such scale were to take place
now after the Taiping Rebellion, when half of the tenants had become ａ floating
population ■‘withno reserves at all,”comes through clearly｡
In the same section of natural disasters m the Qianmen xiang zhi, it is re-
corded that the Jiading county magistrate Chen Rong “had established‘depots'
(i.e.,rice gruel distributionareas), appointed leaders and distributed reliefagainst
the disaster, and that he had begun planning for their subsequent management.”
In the same “Miscellaneous Writings―Stories on Disasters,”there is mention
under 1899 0f“the people of the township returning grain［that they had borrowed
from the reliefgranaries］to the granaries.”Under spring 1901 there is a similar




74 See the　Ｔｏｎｅ　ＹｉａｉａｎＳＫｕi ｚａりi liｔｅ(ＳｈｏｒtＲｅｃｏｒｄｏｆtｋｅＦｌｏｏｄＤｉｓａｓtｅｒｋ) Ｔｏｎｅ　Yiｑｉａｎ)in juaﾀ2
12 of the Ｑtａｎｍｅｎtａｎｇｘｉａｎｇ漁i，“Miscellaneous Writings,"on the flood since day 29 of the fourth
month, Daoguang 29 (1849).
75 See the sections starting with “Tone Yiqian yue.ブ(“According to Tong Yiqian…"), under the







The essay records the total lack of grain among the tenants from the whole west-
em part of Jiading county from the harvest failure in winter 1897 until spring of
the next year 1898. Especially bitter were the circumstances of the Qianmentang
township tenants, who constituted the majority of those Jiading tenants. Also re-
corded are the granary loans for relief from the Southern Granary of Jiading Coun-
ty to the poor of the three depots of Qianmentang, Wangχianqiao and Anting,
which took place in 1898, as well as the second round of loans in spring 1901｡
Further it is recorded that during the 1849 disaster, when the authorities of
Jiading county “established depots, appointed leaders, and distributed relief against
the disaster,”Tong Ren, father of Tong Yiqian, “had taken up this task.”Further-
more, on the occasion of the grain loans m 1897, Tone Yiqian discussed the situa-
tion with the “gentry” of Jiading city. When the “leadership of the various depots"
tried to avoid responsibility, foreseeing difficulties with the repayment of this relief
grain after the crisis ended, Tone Yiqian acted on the conclusions of talks he had
had with the leadership of the two depots of Anting and Wangxianqiao to solve the
issues. The gazetteer relates how he listened to the complaints of the poor of
Qianmentang and Wangxianqiao m 1901, and, in general, how he had played ａ very
active role in the grain loans of the county. Thus it is clear that in 1849, Tong
Shigao's grandfather Tong Ren had been ａ leader of the Qianmentang depot and
that during the late 1890s-early 1900s, his father Tone Yiqian had been ａ leader.
Thus, from the middle of the １９１ century Tone Ren and Tong Yiqian maintained
responsible administrative positions ｍ the local society of Qianmentang｡
Entering the 201 century and its final stage, the Qing attempted to import ａ
constitutional system. In 1906 it issued an edict establishing a provisional constitu-
tion. After the promulgation in 1908 of the Ｒｅｇｕlatｉｏｎｓ　foバｏｃａｌｓelf-ｇｏｖｅｒｎｍｅｎtfoｒ
cities, towns and townships and the 7i?可㎡α加四力ｙ油?語匹s in the same, the so-
caUed local self-government movement began throughout the whole country.''
Tong Shigao thought highly of this local self-government, and he began the section
on “Self-government” ijuan 5) of the Ｑtｏｎｍｅｎtｏｎｇ　ｘia印加 by expressing his
strong opposition to its rescission in 1914 by Yuan Shikai:
When the constitution was put into practice, those gentlemen who were
elected in our township were in general able to convey the people's wishes
76 See the previous note.
77 As the earlieststudy in Japan regarding the self-government movement of the late Qing and
early Republican periods, see Teraki 1962 and as one of the most recent studies,see Huang 1998.
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and to stnve for the public good. Even if now its banners have been lo-
wered and its drums have been silenced, itis stilltalked about among the
people.
　　
From the Guangxu through the Xuantong period, until the beginning of the
Republican period, as "gentlemen who were elected in our township,”Tone Yiqian
and Tons Shigao, father-and-son, both played active roles in the self-government
movement in the Qianmentang region. According to the “Self-government” section
of the gazetteer, as ａ member of the “local gentry,”Tong Yiqian first“deliberated
over the management of the local government elections", then was elected as ａ
ｊ匹ｇ zuo, Assistant Township Reeve, and subsequently as a xiang dong, Town-
ship Reeve.　In 1912 he “retired because of his age.” On the other hand, Tong
Shigao was elected in January 1912 aｓａ ｘｉａｎｅｙtｙｕａｎ，Township Council Mem-
ber, and subsequently in May as ｘｉａｎｅｄｏｎｅ?”
The most telling way in which the Tong family's engagement over three gen-
erations in the public activities in Qianmentang local society can be shown is in the
establishment and management of the local schools by Tong Yiqian and Tong Shi-
gao. This started in the autumn of 1905, after the dissolution of the examination
system by the Qing court. Jｕａｎ６（“SchooIS”）of the　ＱｉａｎｙｍｎtａｎＢ　ｘｉａｎｅ　ｚhi
gives the details. According to this chapter, Tons Yiqian worked as the ｘｕｅｄｏｎｇ，
Director of the School Board, and asｘｉａｏ　ｚｈａｎｇ,Princφal,of the Mengxuetang,
Elementary School, ０ｆQianmentang. Tong Shigao worked in the same positions of
the Ｎ０. 2 Junior Grammar School of the Third Township, which had come into
being through the amalgamation in 1914 0f the Qianmentang and Wangxianqiao
Townships, as well as of its later incarnation, the Ｎ０.２ People's School.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
Conclusion
Wangχianqiao Township was located west of the city seat of Jiading County,
and, as already has been mentioned, bordered on Qianmentang Township. It was
78 These records on the gamut of elections ｍ Qianmentang Township and its neighbouring re-
gions are here boiled down to their bare essentials, and are aU based uponμ。75(“Self-govern-
ment") ofthe　Ｑｉａｎｍｅｎtａｎｓｘｉａｎｓｚhi;　ｓｅｅ　iｔｓ“AbbreviatedRecord of the Elections of the Various
Institutions."
７９ｌ cannot give here all the details of the establishment and management of the academies and






the birthplace of Qian Daxin. The 1927 Xｕ Ｗａｎｇｘtｏｎｆｌｉｏｏｘ ａｎｇ戚即０　(Ｄｒaft　of
加＆卿丿to the WangxianqiaりTownshφＧαzetteer), which is alongside the original
gazetteer included in vol. 5 of the Ｘｉａｎｇｚheれ加i画皿mji series, is by the hand of
Yang Dazhang, a pupil of Zhang Qitai, compiler of the Guangχｕ 限z昭政z回忌ａ
Ｘ這昭加i gao (Ｄｒaft　of　the　Ｇａｚｅttｅｅｒ０/ Ｗ凹皿凹徊ｏ ＴｏtＯＴｉｓkij)).It remained in
manuscript form, never being published. The following section in the Ａｕtkoｒ’ｓＰｒｅ-
血ce starts with questions Yang Dazhang asked of Tong Shigao in 1927 about the
way ａ township gazetteer should be compiled. He had happened to meet Tong
Shigao at ａ moment when he had temporarily stopped writing, due to the criticism
of some individual.
On November 13 1 went for some cause to the city (i.e,Jiading), and on
the return I shared ａ boat with Master Tong Lingcang (i.e.,Tong Shigao)
from Qianmen. Accordingly l asked him the proper way to compile ａtown-
ship gazetteer. He answered that“as long as you rely upon observations
without mixing them with your own opinions, and seek out those observa-
tions with an open mind and in ａpeaceful manner, and subsequently organ-
ize them into clear categories and sections, nobody wiU be able to 丘nd
fault.You have your wife's father as an advisor. How could then not aU the
01d events of your township {xian,かbe crystal clear! Moreover, if you in-
vestigate some more to amplify those recollections, you can also easily
avoid ridiculefor taking only one thing and leaving out a myriad others."In
addition he said,“The compilation of township gazetteers is not done by
people pursuing profit.Especially in this area, now that the local economy
is in such a difficultshape, how could anybody else have the leisure to
compile such ａ township gazetteer! Since you have the right spirit,l really
hope that you wiU work hard to accomplish ｉt!"Upon hearing his words, l
again took responsibilityand resumed compilation.
Thus, those with an eye to profit wiU not devote themselves to compiling ａ town-
ship gazetteer. The more so since now the local economy is quite in shambles; no
one wiU take the time to compile ａ town gazetteer. l hope that since you have the
right spirit, you wiU therefore work even harder to do it.
For Tone Shigao, compiler of the　Ｑｉａｎｍｅｎtａｎｅχｉａｎｅ,ｚhi，the compilation of ａ
township gazetteer was an unremunerated act that was done for oneself. The
“spirit," i.e. the wiU of the compiler himself, was its motivating impulse. The
compilation of town gazetteers increased substantially in the Jiangnan region from
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the Qianlong through the Jiaqing and Daoguang periods, and from the Guangχｕ and
χuantong periods to the early Republican period. The same times saw the emer-
gence and spread of such terms ａｓｘｉａｎｇｚｈｅｎｚh.iC‘township and town gazet-
teers"),　ｚｈｅｎ　ｚhi(“towngazetteers")ａｎｄｘｉａｎｅ　ｚhi(“township gazetteers"). Par-
aUel to these trends, the Qianmentang xiang zhi also went through several drafts,
and finally saw publication. However, Tong Shigao's remarks suggest that the
compilation process and final publication had certainly not been without problems,
and that they very much depended on the multigenerational “spirit" of the Tons
family which had continued the original work of Xu Wenfan. The strong internal
reasons for compilation, which we already had established for the Jiangnan town
gazetteers m the later half of the Ming period, thus remained also characteristic
for town gazetteers during the Qing period when such compilations witnessed
their heyday. The awareness of the d迂ferences between ａ town gazetteer and an
“ｏ伍cial gazetteer,"visible in the first and fourth decades of the early 18“ｌcentury,
also continued during the late 18° century, as weU as during the 1880s. From this
we can establish that that awareness is probably related to these internal factors.
This article has not investigated aU five facets mentioned in the introduction as the
internal factors of town gazetteer compilation during Ming times. However, along
the lines of the discussion above, one could maintain that each of them would basi-
caUy be valid in the case of the Qing period as weU.
　　
However, the question remains of the relationship of these internal factors
with the two ｅχtemal motivations, that is, the mutual awareness among market
towns regarding town gazetteer compilation and the recognition of ａ system of lo-
cal gazetteers from county to prefecture, province, and the whole world. These
were the two factors that we took to be external motivations since the Qianlong
period, in contrast to the Ming period.
Both Jiading County in the northern delta region and Wujiang County in its
center･ from where we took our examples regarding mutual awareness, happen to
be regions where we can detect traces of the establishment of administrative
３１‘eascenter‘ed upon market towns. In the case of Jiading these went by the name
ｏｆ油α昭，“depots,"and originated from famine relief activities. In the case of Wu-
Jiang they went by the name ｏｆ必丿xun, and were related to the area of control of
army ga㎡sons. We can conclude that in those areas ａ territorially based local
society, centered upon market towns, developed with areas constituting as it were
the eyes of a fishnet covering the region. One could say that such development of
ａ cluster of market-centered, tｅ㎡toriaUy-based local societies became an ｅχtemal






each other among market towns.
As for the awareness of ａ system of local gazetteers, one should recall the
fact that the Qing period, as shown in Table ２，was the time when 57.27% per-
cent of the extant county, prefectural and provincial gazetteers of Shanghai, Jiang-
su and Zhejiang were compiled. It is clear that among aU dynasties it was the Qing
period when ａ system of officially-compiled local gazetteers, from county to pro-
vincial gazetteer, came to be fully established. The collection of source materials
that took place during the compilation of county gazetteers, and the inclusion and
exclusion of historical facts that occurred during their publication, both factors
which constituted the basis of this system, gave birth to an array of ｅχtemal
motivations to compile town gazetteers. The internal motivations to compile town
gazetteer during the Qing, then, differ from those during the Ming ｍ the fact that
they were mediated by such eχtemal motivations.
However, mediation by ｅχtemal motivations certainly does not mean that the
internal motivations for town gazetteer compilation were weak during the Qing.
Xu Dayuan, compiler of the Liliｚhi.0f Lili town, Wujiang County, published in the
early １９１century; Cai Bingqi, compiler of the Lili ｘｕ 浹八ｎ the late １９１century;
the Tone family from Qianmentang township, Jiading County, who from the early
19°ｌcentury, until the early ２０１century, brought the Ｑｉａｎｍｅｎtａｎｇｘｉａｎｇｚhi to
completion; aU these people were directly engaged with public works ｍ their local
society. Zhou Zhaoqian, who “together with his friends" came into possession of
the Qi ｓhｕtｗｅｎ sｈｅｎｇ,　ａndworked on the compilation of the Qi ｓｈｅｎｓ　ｌｅｉＵａｎ,
was deeply concerned with such works. Moreover, since the １８１century, com-
pilation of town gazetteers was quite frequently not by individual writers, but by
groups of like-minded colleagues. For instance, the 1732 Pingｔｏｏｎｇｚkeれzhi does
not list the compilers' names but indicated them with the designation "collectively
compiled by local ［town］residentsグSuch were the background factors of the
quantitative increase of town gazetteers. One could even say that the internal
motivations to compile Qing Jiangnan town gazetteer were even stronger than
those of the previous dynasty. This also reflects the fact that the market-centered
local society had established itself to such a degree that we can discern the forma-
tion of a particular territory ｍ which it was active. We can also see examples that
local residents were themselves aware of such areas.
There are stillmany studies to be undertaken. Detailed investigations on the
ｓｈｅｎｇｙtｉａｎ-itａｎｓｈｅｎｇstrata resident in the market towns, which were the ones
who undertook the town gazetteers, are needed. We need to investigate forms of
social integration, economic bases, and public issues within “the local society cen-
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tered upon ａ market town.” These lines of inquiry will require digging deep into
the contents of each and every town gazetteer and their related county gazet‘
teers. We also should learn from the recent studies on local Qing society from the
late Qing to the early Republican period. Again, the deep chasm between the town
gazetteers and the local gazetteers of county-level and higher, which is tied to the
distinctionbetween privately-compiled and ｏ伍cially-compiledgazetteers, is a basic
problem. It relates to questions of the essential nature of the administration and
culture of the dynastic state since Song times. The investigation of the compilation
of town gazetteers in Jiangnan from the late Ming through the Qing ｍ this article
is but one thread among studies of that period, focusing on local society･
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
Appendiχ
As suggested by the spate of publications on maps and place names, recent
changes ｍ China in the appellations of admimstrative areas have been striking･
Especially important are the implementation of, first,the districtsystem, whereby
Jiading County in Shanghai Municipality became Jiading District; second, the Mu-
nicipalitysystem, whereby Wuxian (County), resorting to Suzhou Municipality in
Jiangsu Province became ＷｕχianMunicipality; and, third, the town system,
whereby Jiwang Township in Minhang District, Shanghai Muncipality, became
Jiwang Town. Hence, my “Konan deruta kyochinshi mokｕｒokｕ"(‘'Jiangnantown
gazetteer catalog") needs updating。d revision. WMe writing this article,l estab-
lished the current equivalent names with the help of Ni Suo'an 悦所安, who work-
ed in the summer of 1999 as the assistant head of the Gazetteer Compilation
Committee of Jiading County (ｎｏｗrenamed), and Shen Chunrong 沈春螢, head of
the Gazetteer Office of Wujiang Municipality, as weU as the following publications
and maps.
1. Shanghai diming zhi bianzuan weiyuanhui 《上海地名志》編纂委員會ed.,




2. Xiang Yuanhong 相遠紅, Zhou Ruixiang 周瑞祚edｓ･･ Ｓｌｉａｎｇｈａｉ-ｓlｔiｓhiｖｏｎｇ
ｄｔtｕｃｅ上海市賓用地圖冊(Practicalぶ臨丿泌回助詞趾回丿cipality), Zhongguo
Ditu Chubanshe, 1998.






ＪｉａｄｉｎｇDiｓtｒict, ＳｈａｎｓｋａｉＭ皿{ｃ他面ity), Zhonghua Dituxueshe, 1998.
4. Shanghai-shi Cehuiyuan ｅｄ。Ｓｈａｎｇｈａｉ-ｓhiＢａｏｓkaｔi一ｑ≪　ｓｈａｎｇｗｕjiaoｔｏｎｇｈ４上
海市賓山嘔商務交通圖(Ｃｏｍｍｅｒcial ａｎｄ　Ｔｒ回申ｓｒtａtｉｏｎ　Ｍａts　ｏｆＢａｏｓkaｗ Diｓ-
tｒict,Sh.ａｎｓh.ａtＭｗ竹冠ipality), Zhonghua Dituxueshe, 1998.
5. Zhongguo xiangzhen: Jiangsu juan bianzuan weiyuanhui 《中國郷鏃・江蘇巻》
編纂委員會ed., Wu Rong 呉鎔chief ed｡Ｚｈｏｎｅｅｕｏ　％切場ｚｋｎ丿ｉａｎｅｓｕ　ｍａｎ，
中國郷饌・江蘇巻(Ｔｏｗｎｓh-iｔｓ　ａｎｄ Ｔｏｗｎｓ of Ｃｈｉｎａ:ＪｉａｎｇｓＭ)vols. 1-3, Xinhua
Chubanshe, 1997.
6. Dong Xiaomu 冬哺木ed丿ｉａｎｇｓｕ-ｓＨｃｎｇ　ｓhiｙｏｎｇ ditｕｃｅ江蘇省賓用地圖冊
(j)ｔａｃtｉｃａｌＡtlaｓ ｏｆＪｉａｎｇｓｕ1)凹面ce), Chengdu Ditu Chubanshe, 1998.
7. Jiangsu-sheng Quanfang Ditu Yingyong Kaifa Zhongxin 江蘇省全方地圖庖用開
麓中心, Wujiang-shi Luyouju 呉江市旅遊局joint eds･， 所収z昭Z勿四ﾉ必吻昭
＆臭江族遊交通圖(Ｔｏｗｒiｓt Ｔｒａｎｓ!)出面ｏｎ Ｍｏｂ　of　Ｗｕｈａｎか, Fuiian-sheng Ditu
Chubanshe, 1998.
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We are happy to announce that beginning with this issue, each yｅａｒ　Ｔｋｅ
Ｊｏｕｒｎａｌ０/ ＯｒｉｅｎtａｌＲｅｓｅａｒｃｈｅｓ(ＴｏｖｏｓｈｉＫｅｎｋｙｕ) wiU translate and publish one
Japanese article that has appeared recently m its pages. We plan to offer
these translations for the ｎｅχt ten years, with a possible adjustment of the
procedures five years from now. Originating from ａ desire to increase the in-
temational reach of this journal, the plan was proposed to its Planning Com-
mission, agreed upon June last year during the meeting of its Board of Trus-
tees, and put into practice shortly thereafter. The goal is not only to widely
distribute to English-speaking readers some outstanding articles, but also to
heighten awareness of recent research trends in the Japanese academic
world. The general principles are as follow.
1. The responsibility for the selection of articlesrests with the Planning
Commission. While taking into consideration the opinions of the members
of the Board of Trustees, the EditorialBoard, and the Translation Commit-
tee, the丘nal decision is made by the Planning Commission.
2. After the selection has been decided upon, and after obtaining the per-
mission of the writer, the translation work is undertaken. While basically
the form of the originalpublication wiU be closely respected, the writer wiU
provide additionalnotes helpful for the comprehension of current scholarly
trends, such as further publicationssubsequent to the publication of the ori-
ginal article, or explanations regarding the history of relevant research
questions in Japan.
3. The translatoris chosen mainly by the Translation Committee. Its cur-
rent members aｒｅ:
　　
Joshua Fogel (Professor, Department of History, University of Califor-
　　　　　　　
nia, Santa Barbara)
Martin Heiidra (Chinese Bibliographer, East Asian Library, Princeton
　
University)
Ｄ画ｄ Robinson (Associate Professor, Department of History, Colgate
University)
4. The members of the Editorial Board are the liaisons and regulators be-
tween the writer and the translator.
5. The translated articleis to be published in the 丘nalissue each year.
μ
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今琥より，本誌に近年掲載された論文の中から毎年一本ずつ，英詳して
掲載することにいたします。さしあたり十年は継績することとし，五年後
に一度見直しを圖る慄定です。本誌の國際的発信力をさらに高めようとす
る意圖より出たもので，企書委員會で発議し，昨年六月の評議員會で承認
を得て，スタートいたしました。すぐれた論文を英語讃者に向けて廣く提
供するだけでなく，それを取り巻く日本の學界動向への注意を促すことを
も目的としています。
要綱は以下のとおり。
一 論文の選挿については，企重委員會が責任を持つ。評議員，編集委員，
翻評委員會の意見を聴取しつつ，最終的には企重委員會で決定する。
二。決定後，著者に承諾を得た上で，翻評に着手する。原載の形を基本的
には尊重しつつ，論文発表後の成果や日本における研究史の解説など，
現在の動向の理解に資するための加筆を著者に依頼する。
三。詳者は，翻詳委員會が中心となって選定する。委員會の現メンバーは，
　　
Joshua Fogel（カリフォルニア大學サンタ・バーバラ校史學科教授）
Martin Heiidra（プリンストン大學束アジア圖書館員中國指宿）
David Robinson（コルゲート大學史學科準教授）
の三名である。
四。著者と詳者の間の連絡・調整は，編集委員會が推賞する。
五。年度末発行の第四読に掲載する。
― 55 －-
